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ABSTRACT 

Context: Bug fixing is the process of ensuring correct source code and is done by developer. Automated debugging 
and bug fixing solutions minimize human intervention and hence minimize the chance of producing new bugs in the 
corrected program. 

Scope and Objectives:  In this study we performed a detailed systematic literature review. The scope of work is 
to identify all those solutions that correct software automatically or semi-automatically. Solutions for automatic 
correction of software do not need human intervention while semi-automatic solutions facilitate a developer in 
fixing a bug. We aim to gather all such solutions to fix bugs in design, i.e., code, UML design, algorithms and 
software architecture. Automated detection, isolation and localization of bug are not in our scope. Moreover, we are 
only concerned with software bugs and excluding hardware and networking domains. 

Methods: A detailed systematic literature review (SLR) has been performed. A number of bibliographic sources 
are searched, including Inspec, IEEE Xplore, ACM digital library, Scopus, Springer Link and Google Scholar. 
Inclusion/exclusion, study quality assessment, data extraction and synthesis have been performed in depth according 
to guidelines provided for performing SLR. Grounded theory is used to analyze literature data. To check agreement 
level between two researchers, Kappa analysis is used.  

Results: Through SLR we identified 46 techniques. These techniques are classified in automated/semi-
automated debugging and bug fixing.  Strengths and weaknesses of each of them are identified, along with which 
types of bugs each can fix and in which language they can be implement. In the end, classification is performed 
which generate a list of approaches, techniques, tools, frameworks, methods and systems. Along, this classification 
and categorization we separated bug fixing and debugging on the bases of search algorithms.  

Conclusion: In conclusion achieved results are all automated/semi-automated debugging and bug fixing solutions 
that are available in literature. The strengths/benefits and weaknesses/limitations of these solutions are identified. 
We also recognize type of bugs that can be fixed using these solutions. And those programming languages in which 
these solutions can be implemented are discovered as well. In the end a detail classification is performed. 

 

 

Key Words: Automated and semi-automated, bug fixing techniques, 
debugging techniques, solutions, strengths and weaknesses, search 
algorithms, search based software engineering, systematic literature 
Review, classification 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The chapter contains an insight to the background of selected research domain, problem definition, aim 

and objectives of this thesis. In addition, this chapter provides research questions and research 

methodologies to get a better understanding of selected research area.  

1.1 Background  

Software Engineering is a systematic approach towards software development, operations and 

maintenance of software. It helps to find the best and most appropriate solution among long list of 

available solutions regarding certain problems [36].   

The intention of our thesis is to identify all those automated and debugging solutions which can fix 

software related bugs. These bugs can appear in requirement, design and coding, implementation and 

maintenance phase of software development life cycle (SDLC). In our work, we consider every kind of 

bug that appears in any phase of SDLC. Bugs can occur in requirement gathering, design, coding and 

implementation phase [11]. Error, defect, failure and fault all are considered as bug in our research. We 

identified different approaches, techniques, frameworks, methods and tools that can fix bugs on different 

levels of software development life cycle and we considered all of them as solutions.  

Software testing is one of the most expensive activities in software engineering. It takes 50% of cost for 

testing new software [37, 33]. The intention of testing is to identify bugs from human-made artifact, 

software and programs which, if not fixed, can cause failures, crashes and incorrect results. Much work 

has been done in this field while progress in automated software testing is taking place. Most of the 

testing techniques are helping to find out bugs automatically such as, FindBugs, JLint and ESC/Java [38].  

Once bugs are identified, it is still developer‟s responsibility to resolve discovered bugs manually [33, 39]. 

“Unfortunately, fixes to bugs are not bullet proof since they are also written by human” [39]. This 

process takes a long time and utilizes large amounts of development resources [42]. Quantity of bugs and 

limited time to fix those bugs may affect quality of the product as well. According to Krebs, finishing the 

fixing process for one bug takes approximately one month [43]. Even after putting a lot of effort to fix 

bugs, 70% of patches are not bug free in their first release [44]. Fixing one bug manually can cause a 

series of new bugs in developing software, which can decrease the reputation of software vendors [39].  

For example, “Trend Micro also released a buggy patch which introduced severe performance 

degradation” and another example came in April, 2010 “McAfee released a patch which incorrectly 

identified a critical Windows system file as a virus” [40]. As a result, after applying this patch, thousands 

of systems refused to boot properly, had lost their network connections [40].  

Fault localization is the first step towards fixing process and the purpose of fault localization is to identify 

the specific line(s) of code, which are responsible for the fault(s). Second step is fault understanding, 

which helps to understand the root cause of the problem. Finally fault correction, which is the process of 

modifying codes in order to remove the root cause [41]. Collectively, these all activities are called 

debugging. Many debugging techniques have been proposed to facilitate software developers to debug 

faulty software, for example, Delta Debugging (DD) [45, 46]. Delta debugging claims to provide reliable 

results. Delta Debugging is the process of taking two inputs in which one leads to detect the cause of the 

failure while the other yields correct results [46].  Debugging techniques are helping developers achieve 

their targeted goals with limitations. Most debugging techniques are dependent on past test cases. 

Therefore, if software under analysis fails frequently these techniques are not helpful [32].   
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Manually locating and debugging out of hundreds, thousands or even millions of lines of code is quite 

impossible without automated assistance [47]. Shapiro introduced the idea of algorithmic and automated 

debugging which facilitates the developer to search bugs in prolog programs through algorithm [47].  

Unfortunately, in that work there are heavy constraints on the type of modifications that can be 

automatically done on the source code. Hence, only limited classes of faults can be addressed [20]. 

Software developers use different automated debugging techniques to resolve bugs [33]. There has been 

much extensive research done on semi-automated and fully automated debugging techniques from the last 

few years, while these techniques contain many challenges that should be answered before placing these 

techniques in the hands of a developer [14]. 

Search-Based Software Engineering is the domain of search-based optimization-techniques (e.g. genetic 

programming, simulated annealing, hill climbing, genetic algorithms, ant colony optimization and taboo 

search) that aims to solve software engineering problems [37]. Search-Based Software Engineering is a 

practical approach to address software engineering problems [48]. It is a rapidly growing area and its 

solutions have already been implemented in different phases of software development life cycle (SDLC) 

[49]. In many software engineering applications, search algorithms seem to have better performance than 

more traditional techniques (e.g., [50, 51]).  The implementation of search-based techniques are in 

requirements engineering, project cost estimation, testing, automated test generation, automated bug 

fixing, software maintenance, transformation and software evaluation [48, 49, 52, 53].   

The work has been done on fixing code automatically [54, 45]. Automated Bug Fixing (ABF) in search-

based software engineering is an approach for facilitating software developer to fix bugs by applying 

optimized techniques such as Genetic Algorithms.  There are many techniques for ABF, e.g., using a co-

evolutionary approach, automated atomicity-violation fixing and optimized assignment [32, 55 and 56]. 

Each technique has its own framework, structure and fitness function to resolve or fix specific nature of 

bugs.  

To our best knowledge not a single paper has been published which accommodates all automated and 

semi-automated debugging and bug fixing techniques reported in literature.  

1.2 Problem Definition 

Software development is a complicated and a human-intensive task which produces thousands and 

millions of lines of source code which are prone to error(s) [3]. To eliminate these errors from source 

code without automated assistance is quite difficult [3, 33]. Many automated/semi-automated debugging 

and bug fixing solutions are introduced in literature which can save time, cost and increase the reliability 

of the software [19]. To our best knowledge, not a single study has been investigated yet which describes 

all automated or semi-automated debugging and bug fixing solutions along with their characteristics.  

1.3 Aims and objectives 

The aim of our thesis is to investigate all automated/semi-automated debugging and bug fixing solutions 

reported in literature.  These solutions can facilitate and assist developer to resolve bugs automatically. 

Moreover, we aim to generate classification of debugging and bug fixing solutions. 

This aim will be accomplished by achieving following objectives:   

 Investigation of all automated/semi-automated debugging and bug fixing solutions reported in 

literature. 
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 Identification of strengths and weaknesses of particular automated/semi-automated debugging 

and bug fixing solutions.  

 Generation of classification for debugging and bug fixing solutions. 

1.4 Research Questions  

To achieve the above aim and objectives we described below research questions: 

RQ1. What is the evidence regarding automated/semi-automated software debugging and bug fixing 

solutions reported in literature?    

RQ1.1.What is the strength and weaknesses of using a particular automated/semi-automated software 

debugging and bug fixing solutions? 

RQ1.2.What is the classification of automated/semi-automated debugging and bug fixing solutions as 

proposed in literature? 

1.5 Related Work 

Recently, there is a huge focused towards automated error detection and bug fixing techniques. The 

intensive work has been done in automated error detection while less work is done on automated error 

correction. Many automated debugging and bug fixing solutions are introduced but not investigated in 

depth. There is not a single study available so far which gathered all automated and semi-automated bug 

fixing at one plate form. Some  

Franz Wotawa et al. [70] discussed most recent development in automated debugging techniques in their 

research work. These debugging techniques are slicing based, spectrum based and model based 

techniques. The main focus of that research was on model-based debugging using constraints to resolve 

constraint satisfaction problem that can effectively be resolved by a constraint solver. The empirical 

results presented in this paper are on small problems, and along with this it also discusses the comparison 

results of the debugging techniques. On the basis of results, it is suggested that the combination of the 

above mentioned techniques can produce effective results and can improve running time. This research 

was only on a particular debugging technique like slicing based; spectrum based and model-based while it 

does not provide the detailed knowledge about other debugging techniques.  

Claire Le Gouse at el. [58] described many automated program repairing techniques in their research 

work. The main concern of their research was, to identify those automated bug fixing techniques which 

are beneficial to reduce the cost of program repair and evaluation. Software program repairing and 

evaluation play a vital role in the total cost of the project [57]. In their study, they focused on automated 

program repair and genetic programming techniques, which are helpful to minimize the defect repair cost 

by generating candidate patches for validation and deployment. Those automated repair program 

techniques which are the central focus of their study were; ClearView, AutoFix-E, AFix and GenProg. 

Though, their study evaluated specific automated bug fixing technique but had a focus on GenProg 

technique. By using GenPro approach, they have tried to answer that “What fraction of bugs can GenProg 

repair?”  And “How much does it cost to repair a bug with GenProg?”   

Chris Parnin and Alessandro Orso [41] performed an experiment on automated debugging tools, named as 

representative automated debugging and standard debugging, which are available in the Eclips IDE tool. 

In their study, they investigated these two techniques with the help of 34 developers with different levels 
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of expertise. The intention of their study was not to declare that which one is better than the other, but to 

find out how good automated debugging techniques are in practice. The aim of their research was to 

figure out the behavior of the developer when they interacted with automated debugging techniques. 

Results of their study showed very interesting results, for example, automated debugging techniques were 

more useful for experienced developers in the case of simple debugging task, and they quickly identified 

errors from a given program. On the other hand, some automated debugging tools were not providing the 

same benefits to less experienced developers. 

1.6 Thesis Structure   
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2 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

This chapter explains the research methodology used in our thesis work. A systematic literature was 

conducted to gather data available in literature. The data synthesis of SLR was done using grounded 

theory. 

2.1 Research Design 

Following steps are carried out during the study as shown in the Figure 2-1  

 Systematic Literature review 

 Data synthesis  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.2 Exploratory Study  

An exploratory study is conducted when we are less familiar with research area or when less information 

is present about how a particular problem has been addressed in past [59]. In other words, exploratory 

study commences when little research is conducted and to understand nature of problem [59]. To 

overcome this issue, initial knowledge of current research area and immense understanding of current 

situation is required.  

The nature of our study is exploratory. Due to the exploratory nature of study, a complete systematic 

literature study is performed. This study helps to get in depth knowledge and gather available data 

regarding our research domain. It also helps to develop a deep understanding of research situation [59]. 

The main focus of study is to gather all automated debugging and automated bug fixing techniques, 

Phase 2: Data Synthesis  

Grounded theory is used to analyze the 

gathered data for RQ1, RQ1.1 

 

Findings 

 

Phase 1: Systematic 

literature review conducts 

(RQ1, RQ 1.1) 

Data gathered from 

Literature and 

perform SLR 

 

 

Classification   

 

Figure 2-1 Research Design 
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approaches, methods, systems and frame-works (which are considering as solutions) in software 

engineering.  

2.3 Systematic Literature Reviews   

Systematic literature review, as described by Kitchenham, is well defined and rigorous in a way that 

minimizes the chance of unfair results [60].  It also allows exploring, categorizing and assessing present 

research [59, 60]. To summarize current knowledge and initial understanding of a current domain, SLR is 

a useful approach. SLR is a structured and repeatable procedure which helps in studying and exploring all 

existing data associated to our domain in an unbiased way [60]. Thus, to complete our research, SLR is 

chosen as one of the approach. Therefore to conduct SLR, guidelines provided by KH et are followed. 

According to them, following are necessary phases of SLR. 

2.3.1 Planning the review 

This phase includes definition of basic review procedure, a selection criteria and a search strategy 

[60].  

2.3.2 Conducting the review  

Selection of elementary study is performed and quality assessment is also done in this phase [60].  

2.3.3 Reporting the review  

The final phase of SLR is report writing in a well-organized and professional way so that findings 

are clearly defined [60]. 

2.4 Grounded Theory   

Grounded theory (GT) is used to analyze data, which is gathered after conducting systematic literature 

review. GT was first performed by Glaser and Strauss [61]. We are well aware of the importance of GT, 

as it is one of the most broadly used theory for data analysis. It is well-structured and extremely 

systematic approach and it is related to quantitative research [59]. GT is effective for composing 

knowledge on the bases of understanding what is happening or what has taken place through analysis of 

raw material [62]. GT also plays an important role in inventing gaps and helps in creating new studies 

[63].  

In addition, grounded theory also provides features to start data analysis at an early stage [63]. It 

facilitates researchers to begin early data analysis and there is no need to wait for collection of all data 

[63]. Authors use grounded theory to accurately group the finding of literature. Therefore, applied open 

coding, axial coding and selective coding techniques were applied by using grounded theory [63]. 
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3 SYSTEMATIC LITERATURE REVIEW 

Systematic literature review uses systematic approach for identifying, evaluating and interpreting research 

available to any definite research question or subject of precise interest [64]. Systematic literature is a 

significant technique to answer a specific research question or a topic of interest. This technique helps in 

identifying, evaluating and interpreting relevant and available material [64]. SLR helps to figure out 

maximum literature regarding our domain. The three main phases of SLR are: 

 

 Planning the review  

 Conducting the review  

 Reporting the review  

3.1 Planning the review  

The sections below explain the planning and reviews of SLR.  

3.1.1 Purpose of Systematic Review 

The reason to conduct SLR is to gather and summarize all available automated debugging and automated 

bug fixing techniques, approaches, methods, tools, systems and framework in the field of software 

engineering. The SLR provides opportunity to list empirical evidence regarding strengths and weakness 

of automated and semi-automated debugging/bug fixing techniques, approaches, methods, tool, systems 

and frame-work. The intention of our work is not to prove that one specific approach or technique is 

better than another; it is rather to gather insight on how developers can choose a better automated and 

semi-automated debugging/bug fixing techniques for resolving specific kind of bugs.  

3.1.2 Development of Review Protocol  

In order to perform SLR, a method is needed which is specified by review protocol (RP) [64]. The review 

protocol describes complete plan for conducting SLR [64]. In order to reduce the biasness among 

researchers, a RP is required [64].  

Following are the components of a review protocol; 

1. Background 

2. Research Questions 

3. Search Strategy 

4. Selection Criteria 

5. Selection Procedure 

6. Quality Assessment 

7. Data Extraction Strategy    

8. Data Synthesis  

3.1.3 Search Strategy  

Search strategy facilitates us in finding relevant and available data appropriate to our research questions 

[64]. It is vital to create and follow a search strategy [64]. Some keywords are defined on the bases of our 

research questions to search primary studies. The aim of primary search is to figure out available relevant 
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material regarding automated/semi-automated debugging and bug fixing solutions. The following steps 

are considered in making search strategy.     

3.1.4 Keywords and Search String 

Some keywords are defined initially to investigate data according to our research questions. Then, search 

string is finalized based on keywords following some alternative keywords. The decided terms and 

keywords are then further combined using AND and OR operators.  

Category  Main Key Words Synonymous  

1 Automatic  Automated, Auto 

2 Fix Correct, repair, debug  

3 Bug Program, system, application, software, patch, component, source code 

 
Table 3-1 Key Words 

 

Searching Attributes   Searching Data 

Databases Engineering Village, IEEE Xplore (IEEE), ACM Digital Library (ACM), Springer 

Link (SL), Scopus, Google Scholar (GS)  

Populations Software developer, software programmer, software engineer 

Interventions 1 Automat* 

Interventions 2  Fix*, correct*, debug*, repair* 

Interventions 3 Bug*, error*, program*, software*, application*, system*, patch*, source code*, 

component 

Outcomes Technique, method, model, process, approach, framework 

Context Academia, industry   

 
Table 3-2 Search Strategy 

3.1.5 Search Databases 

Selection of databases are made by researchers, they made this selection on basis of their past 

experiences, understanding of an individual and any sort of recommendations. In order to figure out all 

relevant articles, journals, workshops and research papers, different databases are chosen. These 

following databases have been selected [64]. 
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  Sr. No Databases Name 

1 Engineering Village 

2 IEEE Xplore (IEEE),  

3 ACM Digital Library (ACM) 

4 Springer Link (SL) 

5 Scopus  

6 Google Scholar (GS) 

 
Table 3-3 Databases Name 

3.1.6 Study Selection Criteria (Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria) 

Selection of study is always planned to identify those primary studies that provide direct evidence 

regarding our research questions [64].  In order to identify suitable material from searched articles which 

are gathered from different data sources, a selection criterion is used [64]. The selection criteria should be 

decided on the same time when review protocol is defined [64]. An inclusion and exclusion criteria is 

needed to figure out relevant papers from numerous material which we acquires using a search string. 

This inclusion and exclusion criteria is based on our research questions. The study selection is based on 

following inclusion and exclusion criteria.    

3.1.6.1 Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria 

 Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria 

Inclusion Criteria 

1. Those articles with full text. 

2. Articles that are peer reviewed. 

3. Those articles which lays between years 1995 to 2012.   

4. The articles can be quantitative and qualitative research. 

5. The articles which contains experiments, case studies and surveys. 

6. Articles which are in the English language and are related to software engineering. 

7. Those articles that deal with software bug, defect, error, fault and failure.   

8. Those articles which discuss automated/semi-automated debugging and bug fixing solution.  

9. The articles which compare or discuss benefits and limitations of using a particular 

automated/semi-automated debugging and bug fixing solution. 

  

Exclusion Criteria 

  

1. Those article which do not match above mentioned inclusion criteria. 
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3.1.7 Study Selection Procedure  

Below mentioned steps are followed for study selection: 

 Title/Abstract of Article  

After applying basic inclusion/exclusion criteria, selected articles were filtered on the basis of 

title and abstract. 

   

 Introduction/Background/ Conclusion of Article   

The next step was to refine articles on the basis of introduction/background/ conclusion. Then the 

remaining articles were thoroughly studied by both researchers. 

 

After conducting selection procedure, we have sent list of all identified studies to pioneers and 

currently working researchers in this field for verification of if we missed any. 

3.1.8 Data Extraction Strategy 

A data extraction form is designed in order to document and gather all information regarding research 

[64]. To record information which researchers gather from primary studies, a data extraction form is 

always designed [64].  The data which was selected through primary research were then extracted with 

the help of data extraction form. The validation of gathered data was further reviewed by the supervisor. 

The data below in the extraction form was being used by researchers. 

General Information Study Medium Research Methodology Research Area  

Article title Academic  Case study Automated debugging and bug fixing 

Author name Industry  Experiment  Semi-automated debugging and bug 

fixing 

Publication name Unclear  Interviews  Strength of automated debugging and 

bug fixing techniques  

Publication date   Surveys  Weaknesses of automated debugging 

and  bug fixing techniques 

 
Table 3-4 Data Extraction Strategy 

3.1.9 Data Synthesis  

In data synthesis, results have been gathered and summarized from selected studies. Heterogeneous 

studies are those primary studies which are different from each other in terms of the outcomes and 

research methodology used in them [64]. On extracting data both qualitative and quantitative synthesis 

are performed. The qualitative synthesis facilitates in describing subjective information extracts from 

selective articles [64]. On the other hand, quantitative provides us an arithmetical value regarding selected 

articles [64]. 

3.1.10 Validation of Review Protocol   

Review protocol is an essential element of systematic literature review and it is also necessary to validate 

it [64]. Thus to recognize primary studies it is suggested that pilot search must be conducted with the help 

of defined search strings as defined in review protocol [64]. To complete this study review protocol is 
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defined and verified by the supervisor. Moreover, databases and search strings are also verified by the 

supervisor along with librarians.  

3.1.11 Quality Assessment Criteria  

A checklist is developed in order to assess the quality of selected primary studies as recommended by 

Kitchenham [64]. This quality assessment helped us in finding limitations in selected studies. The quality 

assessment is rated as Yes, No and Partially. The evaluation of primary studies is based on quality 

assessment criteria as mentioned in table below. 

 

  No Quality Assessment Checklist Yes/No/Partially  

1 Does aim of study is well explained? Yes/No/Partially  

2 Does study clearly explain research methodology?  Yes/No/Partially  

3 Does study describe any automated bug fixing techniques? Yes/No/Partially  

4 Is there any imperial evidence available regarding particular technique?  Yes/No/Partially  

5 Does strength of that technique is listed down in study? Yes/No/Partially  

6 Does weakness of technique is listed down in study? Yes/No/Partially  

7 Does study discuss effectiveness of technique?   Yes/No/Partially  

 
Table 3-5 Quality Assessment Checklist 

3.1.12 Pilot Study 

For developing mutual understanding on the review process and procedure between both researchers pilot 

study is needed in systematic literature review [64]. A pilot study was performed by both on similar four 

studies and this was done before start of inclusion/exclusion criteria. The results of pilot study were 

compared to check both researchers‟ criteria. This helped in removing conflicts between both researchers 

and avoided potential bias. Then data extraction, inclusion/exclusion criteria and quality assessment 

criteria were developed through mutual understanding. The selected studies were divided equally among 

both and each individual did the selection separately. 

3.2 Conducting the Review 
 

3.2.1 Identification of Research  

As explained by Kitchenham, systematic literature review is used to figure out related articles using 

search strategy [64]. The articles are retrieved from six major data bases. Search strings defined in section 

3.1.3 were inserted in each data base to fetch results. The search strategy used is defined in the review 

protocol. These search strings were finalized based on our research questions. Moreover, Zotero is used as 

the reference management tool, where we keep details of each article. The Figure 3-1 Research Process 

below explains the entire process of finding relevant articles. 
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3.2.2 Primary Study Selection 

The primary study selection section explains the filtration of primary studies. It is done by involvement of 

both researchers and is completed based on decided criteria. Initially, we get a total of 276224 articles 

from six different databases. Individual numbers of articles gathered from each data base is shown in 

Table 3-7 below. Then, basic inclusion/exclusion criteria have been applied on retrieved results which 

gave 10179 articles. Then the articles are divided equally between both researchers who studied them 

individually, and later, applied detailed inclusion/exclusion criteria. The remaining articles were 1076 

which are purified on the basis of title/abstract. Next, refinement has been done on 

introduction/conclusion which gives us 371 articles. We ended up with 43 primary studies using full text 

and quality criteria from six data bases. Finally, we sent a list of identified studies to pioneers and after 

getting feedback from them we improved our search process and found 3 more studies. Hence the total 

studies become 46. 

Many meetings and discussions are conducted for improving level of agreement among researchers. A 

pilot data extraction is conducted to figure out the level of agreement.  After applying Kappa statistics, the 

level of agreement increases to approximately 0 .65 that time which is Substantial.  

 

 

RQ‟s 

„‟  

Keywords 

Search String 

 

Databases 

Analysis 

Selected Articles 

 

Search Conducted 

Engineering 

Village 

IEEE 

ACM 

Springer Link 

Scopus  

Google Scholar 

 

Figure 3-1 Research Process 

Verified by Pioneers  
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Databases Search String  

Engineering Village  

(automated OR automatic OR automation OR auto) AND (fix* OR 

correct* OR repair* OR debug*) AND (software OR application OR 

bug OR error OR program) 

 

IEEE Xplore (IEEE) 

ACM Digital Library (ACM) 

Springer Link (SL) 

Scopus  

Google Scholar automat* AND fix* OR correct* OR repair* OR debug* AND 

software OR application OR bug OR error OR program 

 

Table 3-6 Search Strings Regarding Different Databases 

 

Databases Total 

Scanned  

Detail Inclusion 

/exclusion  

Title/Abstract Introduction/Conclusion  Full 

text 
Engineering 

Village 

32189 1951 207 88 6 

IEEE 13195 3879 508 165 20 

ACM 4298 1779 172 33 10 

Springer Link 9,858 490 5 4 4 

Scopus 10484 2000 170 70 2 

Google 

Scholar 

16200 80  14 11 4 

Total 276224 10179 1076 371 46 

 

Table 3-7 Summary of Selected Articles 

Figure 3-2 Primary Study Selection 

43 

Total Search Results 

Inclusion/ Exclusion  

Title/Abstract  

Introduction/Conclusion  

Full Text 

276224 

 

10179 

1076 

371 

46 Verification 
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3.2.3 Data Extraction Strategy  

The data extraction form is designed to extract data from primary studies and it was shown in 1.2. 

Selection of the pilot study and data extraction is done before actual selection from primary studies. In 

this phase we performed actual data extraction for the primary studies. This data extraction is done by 

using the data extraction form which had been shown in 1.2. Pilot data extraction is performed on four 

studies. Some conflict, noted during the pilot data extraction between both. Kappa statistic has been 

applied to figure out the agreement level between both. 

3.2.4 Data Analysis  

In order to analyze data gathered from systematic literature review we used grounded theory (65). GT is 

used through open, axial and selective coding techniques [65]. The figure below explains entire steps.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.2.4.1 Open Coding  

GT begins with first phase which is open coding where raw data is coded [62].  Open coding is concerned 

with analysis of naming, categorizing and explaining the issue that is noticed [65]. During open coding, 

raw data is investigated for many different possible concepts [65]. In open coding, large numbers of 

variables are generated so it is necessary to reduce as many as possible [65].  In open coding, the numbers 

of code identified are 102 codes to automated bug fixing techniques.  

3.2.4.2 Axial Coding 

After open coding next comes axial coding, this is filtered form of codes originated by open coding. The 

data which is filtered helped us in categorizing with the help of axial coding. In order to explain the data 

accurately we developed categories of open coded data as they are interrelated with each other. In axial 

coding the numbers of codes indentified were 48 codes.  

3.2.4.3 Selective Coding 

Selective coding is the final stage of GT. Where categories are integrated and are filtered with 

subcategories [65]. Moreover, selective coding is a process where we have to decide one category as a 

Figure 3-3 Grounded Theory Steps 
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core category and we link the remaining with it [65]. The development of core category is done with 

mutual understanding of both researchers.  

Coding # of codes 

Open Coding 102 

Axial Coding 48 

Selective Coding 30 

 

Table 3-8 Results of Grounded Theory (GT) 

3.2.5 Study Quality Assessment  

The study quality assessment is done in order to check relevancy of selected articles. It is carried out 

during the process of data extraction of the selected. All selected articles are assessed on the bases of 

defined study quality assessment which is addressed in section 3.1.11. Every kind of conflict is removed 

with the understanding of both researchers, under the guidance and in accordance with the guidelines of 

the supervisor. 

3.2.5.1 Data Extraction  

This section explains formation of a data extraction from. The reason for designing data extraction form is 

to document data which is extracted from primary studies. To reduce biased behavior, both researchers 

extracted suitable data from primary studies. All relevant extracted data is cross checked by both so that 

missing of important information must be reduced.    

3.2.5.2 Primary Study Selection 

The graph below shows selections of final articles from different data bases. The selection of these 

articles is made on the bases of review protocol which is already explained in section 3.1.2. The figure 3-

4 explains the clear picture that all selected articles belong to their databases. The record maintaining of 

articles was done in MS Excel where we kept the record that articles belong to a specific database.  

3.3 Reporting the Review 
 

3.3.1 Quantitative Results 

In this section all results which we gathered from primary studies are represented, which contain selected 

papers, publication years, research methodology and the focus of study. 

3.3.2 Selected Articles 

The graph below shows the number of selected articles which we gathered from primary studies.  Out of 

all selected articles IEEE, ACM, Springer Link, Google Scholar and Scopus are the databases which were 

used to select the primary studies. 
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Figure 3-4Selected Articles 

3.3.3 Publication Years 

The selection period of articles begins from 1995 till 2013. As mentioned before; this is new research area 

and we were not able to find any relevant articles in early periods from 1995 till 2003. The graph below 

shows that the first initial idea for this research was proposed in 1998. Much more work in this field 

began after 2008. Thus, we found a total of 46 studies related our research questions from 2003. 

  

Figure 3-5 Publication Years 

3.3.4 Research Methodology  

The diagram below explains a clear picture of the research methodology of selected articles. The research 

methodology of selected articles is categorized based on qualitative, quantities and mix method approach. 
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It is clear in the diagram shown that there is no study which related to surveys and interviews. We only 

manage to find 9% of studies which have based on case study, while 3% of studies are conducted from 

industry and the rest of the 88% are based on academic experiments.  

 

Figure 3-6 Research Methodology 

3.3.5  Focus of Study 

The chart below explains the focus of the selected articles. All the selected articles are related to both 

academic and industry.  

 

88%

9%
3%

Research Methodology

Experiment Case Study Industry

97%

3%

Focus of Study

Academic Industry

Figure 3-7 Focus of Study 
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3.3.6 Qualitative Results 

Through qualitative results we figured out different automated/semi-automated debugging and bug fixing 

solutions. Alongside this, we also identified strengths and weaknesses of each solution. The following 

section holds information of each solution with its brief definition along with the strength and weakness 

of that particular technique.   

3.3.7 Selected Solutions  

The table below mentions names of those forty six which we figured out after performing SLR.  

Solution# Automated and Semi-Automated Debugging and Bug Fixing Solutions References 

S1.  Automatic detection and repair of errors in data structures  [1] 

S2.  Automatic generation of local repairs for Boolean programs [2] 

S3.  BugFix: A learning-based tool to assist developers in fixing bugs [3] 

S4.  A genetic programming approach to automated software repair [4] 

S5.  A semi-automatic methodology for repairing faulty web sites [5][69] 

S6.  Automated atomicity-violation fixing [6][72] 

S7.  Automated fixing of programs with contracts [7][71] 

S8.  Automated program repair  through the evolution of assembly code [8] 

S9.  Automated repair of HTML generation errors in PHP applications using string 

constraint solving 

[9] 

S10.  Automated support for repairing Input-model faults [10] 

S11.  Automatic error correction of java programs [11] 

S12.  Constraint-based program debugging using data structure [12] 

S13.  Design defects detection and correction by example [13] 

S14.  Automated debugging based on a constraint model of the program and a test case [14][70] 

S15.  Generating and evaluating choices for fixing Inconsistencies in UML design 

models 

[15] 

S16.  Iterative delta debugging [16] 

S17.  GenProg: A generic method  for automatic software repair [17] 
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S18.  Generating fixes from object behavior anomalies [18][71] 

S19.  Using execution paths to evolve software patches [19] 

S20.  Evolutionary repair of faulty software [20] 

S21.  Juzi: A tool for repairing complex data structures [21] 

S22.  Specification base program repair using SAT  [22] 

S23.  Co-evolutionary automated software correction (CASC) [23] 

S24.  Fixing configuration inconsistencies across file type boundaries [24] 

S25.  A case for automated debugging using data structure repair  [25] 

S26.  C PTEST: A framework for the automatic fault detection, localization and 

correction of constraint programs  

[26] 

S27.  FoREnSiC A formal repair environment for simple C [27] 

S28.  Automatically finding patches using genetic programming [28] 

S29.  Auto-locating and fix-propagating for HTML validation errors to PHP server-side 

code 

[29] 

S30.  Automated error localization and correction for imperative programs [30] 

S31.  Full theoretical runtime analysis of alternating variable method on the triangle 

classification problem 

[31] 

S32.  A novel co-evolutionary approach to automatic software bug fixing [32] 

S33.  On the automation of fixing software bugs [33] 

S34.  UML specification and correction of object-oriented anti-patterns. [34] 

S35.  Evidence-bases automated program fixing   [35] 

S36.  Exterminator: automatically correcting memory errors with high probability [66] 

S37.  Automatically patching errors in deployed software [67] 

S38.  Self-healing strategies for component integration faults [68] 

S39.  Kima: an automated error correction system 

for concurrent logic programs 

[73] 

S40.  A formal architecture-centric approach for safe self repair [74] 

S41.  Automated debugging using path bases weakest precondition  [75] 
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S42.  Automated concurrency-bug fixing [76][79] 

S43.  A formal semantics for program debugging [77] 

S44.  DIRA: Automatic detection, Identification, and repair of control-hijacking 

attacks 

[78] 

S45.  Using mutation to automatically suggest fixes for faulty programs [80] 

S46.  Repair of Boolean programs with an application to C [81] 

 

Table 3-9 Selected Solutions 

3.3.7.1 Automatic Detection and Repair of Errors in Data Structures 

 

Demsky and Rinard presents an approach for automatically repairing data structures that satisfy the 

basic consistency assumptions of the program. Their approach accepts a specification containing a set of 

model definition rules and a set of consistency constraints. Algorithms are then automatically generated to 

build models, inspect models and data structures to find violations of constraints. The repair algorithm 

first detects inconsistency by evaluating constraints in the context of current data structures. Secondly 

each violated constraint is converted into disjunctive normal form. Lastly, repair algorithm chooses one of 

the conjunctions in the constraint's normal form and applies repair actions to all of the basic propositions 

in that conjunction that is false.  Thus each basic proposition has a repair action that will make the 

proposition true [1]. 

 

Strength Weakness 

 
Automatic inconsistency checking is a useful 

debugging aid to the developer. 

Due to the presence of static cyclicity checks (to avoid 

cyclic repair chains) it is not possible to express 

ownership properties (encapsulation relationships 

between groups of objects). 

 

Repairing programs without stopping execution 

might be a practical approach for some systems 

like air traffic control application and Word file 

applications, where the system will, over the course 

of time, flush the effects of errors out of its data 

structures and return to a completely correct state.  

 

It is not possible to specify global constraints involving 

large collections of objects as internal constraint 

language is oriented towards expressing local 

consistency properties of objects within specific sets. 

 

 The declarative nature of specification may reduce 

coding effort and may make it easier to determine 

that the code checks the correct set of constraints.  

The static cyclist checks also rule out collections of 

constraints whose repair actions involve both insertions 

and removals from the same set or relation. 

 

 The approach ensures complete checking of all the 

constraints over all of the data structures 

The correct specification of the external constraint is 

dependent on the developer. If a developer does not 

define the external consistency constraints correctly, the 

repair algorithm may leave the data structures in an 

inconsistency state. 

 

The basic concepts in the internal constraint 

language are the same as in object modeling 

languages such as UML and Alloy. 

The data structures in the repair algorithm itself can 

become inconsistent. 
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 The developer is given a number of mechanisms that 

he or she can use to control how the repair 

algorithm chooses to repair an inconsistent data 

structure. For example one mechanism allows the 

developer to specify the repair cost for each basic 

proposition. The repair algorithm sums the costs for 

each of the repair actions, and then chooses 

the constraint and conjunction with the least repair 

case. 

 

 

3.3.7.2 Automatic Generation of Local Repairs for Boolean Programs 

 

Roopsha Samanta et al. present automated technique for software verification and purpose of this 

technique is to focus on causes of failure. The efficient algorithm has been introduced to generate repair 

for an incorrect sequential Boolean programs. In this system correctness is defined by pre and post 

conditions. A famous SLAM and BLAST verification tool has been used for program written in high 

level language. This approach eliminates the need of localization of faults and algorithm prevent from 

performing exhaustive search for possible repairs. This technique has ability to find out repair until unless 

it will exist in a program under specific condition. This Boolean program can use as model in sequential 

and combinational circuits and can repair those circuits [2]. 

Strength Weakness 

 
Exponential in the number of program variable which 

is the worst case for this algorithm but by using java-

based library (BDD) it handle this problem very 

effectively.  

 

This technique is able to generate repairs only for 

Boolean programs with arbitrary recursive functions 

while program with bounded integers are not 

accommodate in current technique.  

 

Programs which have non recursive function calls and 

restricted form of recursion problem can be handling 

with proposed algorithm. 

 

The algorithm which is used in this technique is not 

able to containing all recursive functions calls except 

tail recursion. 

This technique is efficient and present repair large 

subset of Boolean programs w.r.t correctness 

specification. 

 

Assumptions taken about error types that could appear 

in program are called to continue error model. The 

focus of a study on repair model not on error model. 

The repair model caught various types of repairs 

which are generated by this technique. 

 

Proposed algorithm is able to search possible repairs 

and has tractable complexity by avoiding the need of 

performing exhaustive search.  

 

A generated repair within statement can impact on the 

overall pre and post conditions. 

Unnecessary fault localization has been removed by 

using this technique. 

 

 

It presents an efficient algorithm which is able to 

generating repairs for Boolean programs if any. 
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3.3.7.3 BugFix: A Learning-Based Tool to Assist Developers in Fixing Bugs 

Dennis Jeffrey et al present a semi-automated tool which facilitates software developer to analyze and 

debugging situation at a statement and provides a list of prioritized bugs-fix suggestions which helps the 

programmer to fix appropriate bugs. The main focus of this work is to introduce an approach which uses 

machine learning that acquire information from previous problem which has been identified, solved 

successfully and generate suggestions for new problem. For every new bug, it takes time to understand 

the problem and make suitable fixes. This technique generates automatically suggestions in a textual 

description for fixing but actual fixing will be performed by developer. Continuous use of this tool will 

generate highly relevant bug fixe suggestions and it can be happen by maintaining a database for new 

debugging situations and bug fix scenarios description which previously encountered  by this tool. 

Learning association rule can be applied on machine-learning algorithm to automatically generate a 

“knowledgebase” of rules [3]. 

Strength Weakness 

 
 This approach analyzes debugging statements and 

produce textual description list containing of 

appropriate suggestions which facilitate developer to 

modify code.  

 

As this tool is based on previous successful fixed 

results, initially it must train for debugging situations 

and their responses.  

Learning based tool that acquire information from 

previous problem which has been identified, solved 

successfully and generate suggestions for new 

problem. 

 

Before generating fixing suggestions it also perform 

localizing bug as a pre-conditions for fixing that bugs. 

It provides effective predictions from most relevant 

statement fixing for new encountered debugging 

situation by adding successfully fixed scenario‟s 

information in database.  

 

 This automated tool requires formal specification for a 

function and require faulty program at least one failing 

test case. 

 

 This tool generates suggestions only for the C 

programs. 

 

 

3.3.7.4 A Genetic Programming Approach to Automated Software Repair 

 

Stephanie Forrest et al demonstrate the success of a genetic programming applied to the problem of 

software repair in this paper. They introduce the concept of localizing genetic operations to the buggy 

execution path and it also analyze that how genetic programming search ensue and documented 

contribution of different parts of this algorithm.  This approach automatically repair bugs in the 'off-the-

shelf Legacy C' programs by using evolutionary computation with program analysis method. Genetic 

programming is used as computation method to figure out and minimize program repairs which is based 

on test cases. Negative test case leads towards bug repair while positive test case encode program 

requirement. After repaired bug, delta debugging methods and structural differencing algorithms run to 

minimize its size. This is representation of novel and efficient set of operations by applying Genetic 

programming to repair program. This is first experiment which is perform on real programs with real bugs 

and showed promising results [4]. 
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Strength Weakness 

 

Genetic Programming approach is helpful to solve 

software repair problems by performing localizing 

genetic operations to the buggy execution path. GP 

runs and documented different parts of algorithm.  

 

The correctness of this approach based on assumption 

that a program containing at least one negative test case 

which identified by other tools.  

This approach uses the traditional algorithm structure 

but form of crossover uses through a unique way with 

strong elitism. 

 Size and complexity of the program can affect the 

performance and scalability of this approach while repair 

quality is not measured in this approach. 

 

The termination of crossing over program is based on 

finding a candidate solution which pass all positive 

and negative test cases or it cross the limit of preset 

number of generation. 

 

 Success of this approach based on optimal parameter 

values, selection strategies and operator design. 

 

 Avg 190 seconds for compiling and evaluating test 

cases. Successfully run 11 problems of bug repair in 

legacy C programs. Using AST structure with GP is 

more efficient than others. 

 

Required sophisticated bug localization technique to 

control the size of weighted execution path. 

 

 The scope of this GP approach is limited to statement 

level repairs. This approach automatically generates 

different types of documented bugs reported in 

production C programs. 

 

 

3.3.7.5 A Semi-Automatic Methodology for Repairing Faulty Web Sites 

 

Demis Ballis et al present a novel methodology for semi-automatically repair faulty websites with the 

integration of rewriting-based verification technique. Categorization of kinds of error during web 

verification activities and after that formal specification is used for web site completeness and correctness 

with help of transformation procedure. By finding out forbidden patterns, missing web pages and 

computing requirement this approach helps to diagnose errors which not fulfill the requirements. This 

technique is tool independent and able to repair errors during verification phase. Among different 

generated repair actions it provides suitable set of repairs automatically which is executing in order to 

remove inconsistencies and wrong data from web sites. This approach is able to deal with problems which 

arise after interaction of repair actions. It also able to predict taken correction action can cause for new 

error and assist developer to reformulate the repair action. This approach integrated with rewriting-based 

web verifications which provide computational power of functions [5] [69].   

Strength Weakness 

 
This technique is able to work independently and 

generates semi-automated repair actions for 

identified errors in verification phase. 

 

The approach only provides list of repair actions while to 

select right repair action and correct theses fixes is 

developers‟ responsibility. 

 

This approach prevent from occurring generated 

repair actions for new errors, If repair action made 

cause for new error then it assist developer to 

reformulate repair action. 

 

This approach not guarantee that provided repair actions are 

error prone, these generated repair actions can cause for 

new errors. 
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This approach is able to classify errors on the 

bases of specifications and provide the complete 

and correct repair actions for a large static 

websites. 

 

 This approach not has been tested for dynamically web 

sites while it provides repair actions only for Static websites 

like e.g Digital Libraries. 

 

Choosing the best suitable repair actions (from 

automatically generated list) and execute them to 

remove wrong data and inconsistencies from web 

site. 

 

Semi-automated methodology work with the integration of 

rewriting-based web verification framework which helps to 

find out bugs in verification phase. 

 

 

3.3.7.6 Automated Atomicity-Violation Fixing 

 

Guoliang Jin et al present AFix tool which automate the whole process of bug fixing for a specific type of 

concurrency bug called “single variable atomicity violations”. Synchronization mistakes in 

multithreading is the cause to generate concurrency bugs due to developer‟s sequential thinking habits 

and it increases the thread to software reliability. It is hard to identify concurrency bugs, their root causes 

and their non-determinism makes in manual inspection and verification. AFix technique uses static code 

and static analysis transformation to design and implementation patches automatically. AFix resolves the 

identified bugs in five steps without introducing new functionality problem. It start from bug understand 

and discover bug with the help of C Trigger tool. Second to fix problem it conducts static analysis and 

static code transformation. Third step is to merge and optimization of patch for reliability and better 

performance. Fifth and last step to testing the patch which ensures that is problem has been fixing? And 

check for new problem [6][72].   

Strength Weakness 

 
This approach performs automation for the whole 

process of fixing bug and it helps to detect bug, 

generate patch and testing to validate all patches. 

 

It is automated tool only for one type of concurrency bug 

Single variable atomicity violations. 

 

It provides merging patches functionality which 

facilitate in Code reliability, Correctness, 

performance and reduce the risk of deadlock. 

 

 This approach only works with C trigger detection tool 

with some modification in original version.   

 

A fix patches have good performance and accuracy 

and patches help to decrease failure rate.  

 

 

 A fix is effective to generate high-quality patches 

for atomicity violation bugs. 

 

 

 

 

3.3.7.7 Automated Fixing of Programs with Contracts 

 

YiWei et al present a tool AutoFix-E; to generate and validates fixes for software faults automatically. 

AutoFix-E designed for Eiffel applications but it can also applicable to work with other applications 

which use contracts such as JML for java. A contract is the specification which is based on pre-

conditions, post-conditions, intermediate assertions and class invariants.  AutoFix-E is the first developed 

tool which use for fault correction automatically. AutoFix-E takes input of faulty programs which is 

produced by AutoFix tool (automated testing framework developed for Eiffel classes) but AutoFix-E can 
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work with any set of test cases which provide software faults weather automatically or manually. The 

integration of both tools (AutoFix and AutoFix-E) Provide a complete solution of bug fixing in software 

development. The experiment of this tool has been implemented on 42 faults while 16 out of 42 faults 

automatically fixed successfully by AutoFix-E [7][71]. 

Strength Weakness 

 
AutoFix-E is an initial work towards automated 

debugging and fault correction with the help of 

program contracts.  

 

The effectiveness of AutoFix-E tool can be different when 

it will apply on different classes. Such as it is most 

effective for simpler assertions or a linear constraint.  

 

AutoFix-E integrate with AutoTest (testing) for 

automate the whole process. It has ability to work 

with both automated and manually test cases. 

 

According to library developer‟s point of view many 

assumptions which have been taken for correction are not 

proper fixes.  

 AutoFix-E is successfully proposed valid 

corrections for 16 faults. 

 

 

AutoFix in not performed on large-scale retro-analysis of 

inferred fixes against those fixes which already performed 

in previous projects.  

 Some violations regarding assertions been countered in 

some particular contracting style of libraries.  

 

 The AtuFix tool only been examined on data structure 

related classes while its implementation on other classes 

can produce anomalous results. 

 

3.3.7.8 Automated Program Repair through the Evolution of Assembly Code 

 

Eric Schulte et al present a method to repair legacy programs at the assembly code level by using 

evolutionary computation. The technique is applicable with any program which uses assembly code, 

without the access of source code. The assembly code is a small feature of alphabet of primitives and line 

of codes. Test suits and assembly-language programs are the inputs of this technique and test cases both 

(positive test cases and one negative) have been used as define required functionality and defects. This 

technique implemented on more complex operators and it is not only altered the values of arguments but 

it also rearranged assembly code instructions. An experiments result in this paper shows reasonable 

performance of repairing assembly language and on non-trivial programs. It is powerful, simple and 

generic mechanisms for repairing legacy software through assembly code program [8].  

Strength Weakness 

 
This technique has potential to applicable with 

program without access of source code which 

facilitates to access the huge portion of possible 

instructions. 

 

Though this technique is automatable but do not provide 

turnkey solutions and configurations are more complex 

than previous work. 

The previous work was restricted on statement level 

repairs while this technique is able to repair not 

limited on statement repairs, all finer-grained 

assembly code repairs. 

Positive test case could be compromised to protect 

program behavior. 

 Though this technique is able to correct assembly code 

repair and how much complex code can be correct 

without inventing new code. 
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3.3.7.9 Automated Repair of HTML Generation Errors in PHP Applications Using String Constraint 

Solving 

Hesam Samimi et al present two tools for repairing HTML generation errors such as PHPQuickFix and 

PHPRepair. PHPQuickFix designed for resolve simple bugs which is statically analyzing individually 

prints while by using dynamic approach more general bugs are PHPRepair through PHPRepair. PHP 

Quichfix and PHP repair both are implemented as an Eclipse plug-in and validate PHP error generations 

and most of errors are fixing automatically. This approach helps developer to find and fix HTML 

generation errors in PHP programs. The observation of this approach described that malformed HTML 

are the major factor to produce errors in statement which print string literal. PHPRepair uses string 

constraint solver which provide automated solutions for only constant prints such as insertion, 

modification and deletion to repair the program. The imperial results showed that many real-world PHP 

programs which have HTML generation errors have been fix by this approach [9].  

Strength Weakness 

 

This technique uses two methods called PHPQuickFix 

and PHPRepair which evaluate the PHP Generations 

errors and fix those errors automatically. 

 

It resolves only HTML generation errors in PHP 

applications. 

By using the IDE, this approach is helpful to highlight 

errors and give suggestions so, if suggested accepted 

then it repairs the code automatically.  

 

PHPRepair is bound to fix insertion, deletions and 

modification constant prints in program while constant 

print has no limit on length of the string which it prints.  

Those errors identified through PHPRepair can be 

fixed automatically through string constrain solver.  

 

Fixes of detected bugs might not be representative on 

test suits until it not cover all of a program‟s behavior.  

This approach has been implemented on many real 

world PHP programs and generated fixes successfully. 

 

 

This approach successfully repair all identified bugs 

and ensure that no new bug is generated due to that 

fixes.  

 

 

 

3.3.7.10 Automated Support for Repairing Input-Model Faults 

 

Senthil Mani et al present a technique which facilitate user to resolve input-model faults. Input-model has 

large and complex inputs which make cause to generate input-model faults during transformation. This 

approach is able to gather runtime information or metadata about looping construct, conditional 

statements and other information about failing transformation. With the help of fault-index analysis this 

approach use metadata information and formulate repair actions for the immediate cause of failure. The 

formulated repair actions can be incomplete or insufficient to fix the failure, to overcome this scenario 

they introduce pattern-analysis technique which fix output fragment and computes additional repair 

actions. This approach is not able to repair or fix error during transformation execution, all above repair 

actions executed once failure is identified. To validate the effectiveness of this approach an empirical has 

been implemented on real world transformation [10].  
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Strength Weakness 

 
This approach gathered information for failing 

transformation and generate fixes for immediate 

causes.  

The initial repair which provided by this approach could 

be incomplete and without using other methods like 

pattern analysis it cannot correct output fragments.  

 

This approach use isGen method for fault localization 

and after that it generates fixes for the model.  

The correction of fault bases on isGen‟s output, once it 

can case for leading wrong path and fixing the value of 

that cannot be obvious.  

 

This approach not bound to fix the specific type of 

errors such as violate consistency constraint and 

consistency checker.  

 

The approach cannot handle multiple faults, this factor 

lead towards incorrect string to compute repair actions.  

This technique contain runtime information of meta 

data about failing transformation such as looping 

construct, conditional statement and how it compute 

input model elements.  

 

The effectiveness of tool depends on the collected 

information by metadata. 

This approach uses two other methods such as pattern 

analysis and fault index analysis for accommodate 

input model faults. 

 

This approach uses mutation analysis (for generating 

faulty model) which is not commonly used in practice.  

This approach practically implemented on real world 

problems of model transformation.  

 

 

This approach has ability to distinguish different type 

of taint marks such as control taints, data taints and 

loop taints.  

 

 

 

3.3.7.11 Automatic Error Correction of Java Programs 

Christian Kern and Javier Esparza present a technique which is automatically detect and correct error 

“off-y-one” and “hotspot” such as missing expression, comparison of integer expression and wrong define 

expressions automatically. This technique performs automated detection of catalog syntactic construct 

and generates all alternative possible repair actions until some repairs pass the all tests. Searches of all 

alternatives variants make this technique inefficient and to overcome this problem they present better 

algorithm and efficient data structure to store sets of decision in this paper. This approach has been 

implemented on java programs by using Java Pathfinder framework and fixed 4 out of 10 “off-by-one” 

errors automatically. Designed search strategy in this work also able to find fixes which require multiple 

changes in various points of code [11]. 

Strength Weakness 

 
This tool generates all possible combinations of 

variants and tests each alternate until a suit passes all 

test cases. 

 

This approach only been implemented on Error 

correction and detection for java programs. 

 

This approach uses an efficient data structure for 

storing number of decision traces.  

The execution of this approach is based on exhaustive 

combination of alternatives which can effect on the 

performance of framework.   
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Java path finder has been implemented with efficient 

algorithm to increase the performance of this tool. 

 

 

This approach uses search strategy to find fixes which 

require multiple changes in the source code. 

 

 

 

3.3.7.12 Constraint-based Program Debugging using Data Structure 

 

Muhammad Zubair Malik et al present Novel methodology based on compiles time technique (for 

software testing and debugging) and runtime technique (for data structure repair) which are useful to 

minimize the cost of software development and increase the software reliability. It introduces the Abstract 

Concrete Actions which facilitate in fault localization, generating debugging suggestion and repairing. 

Korat framework is used in experiment and showed promising results [12]. 

Strength Weakness 

 
This approach facilitate programmer in debugging 

which include error locating and fixing.  

This Novel methodology dependent on Juzi's framework if 

Juzi unable to fix error then it also cannot fix it and faults 

in reach ability is not fixable through this approach.  

 

This approach use two algorithms, one use to 

generate suggestions while other algorithm assist 

programmer to fix bug.  

 This methodology handles specific kind of faults such as 

faults with multiple execution paths. This approach deals 

only those faults which lies in one execution path.  

 

This approach has been implemented on two real 

world open sources projects named ANTLR and 

RayTracer and provide promising results. 

 

Erroneous implementation is also not handles through this 

approach in which post-conditions are not relate with pre-

state method.  

This approach helps to deceases the cost of overall 

software development life cycle.  

 

 

 

3.3.7.13 Design Defects Detection and Correction by Example 

 

Marouane Kessentini et al present an automated approach for error detection and error correction different 

type of design errors in source code. Detection design error is the process based on finding source code 

fragments in the program which violate the properties of internal attributes like complexity and coupling 

and these identified defects can be resolve through refactoring operations. This approach collects 

information from previous projects which manually inspected, to generate the new detection rules based 

with the arrangement of software quality metrics. Genetic programming is involved to extract detection 

rule and genetic algorithm are used to for correction. This approach validated on open source projects and 

the successful rate is about 80% in error correction while more than 78% success in error detection by 

specified rule manually and automatically [13]. 
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Strength Weakness 

 
This technique has consists on several parts which 

help to find faulty fragment of the code which 

violate the properties of attributes such as coupling 

and complexity.  

 

This approach facilitate designer to identify defects in 

design but to resolve that faults fix by developer manually. 

 Automatically generate detection rules based on 

combinations of software quality metrics. 

 

 The performance of this approach decrease on the 

exhaustive search, and it cannot response within 

reasonable time limit. 

 

This approach is uses rules with the combination of 

metrics/threshold and it use genetic programming 

algorithm for rule extraction.  

 

 

 

3.3.7.14 Automated debugging based on a constraint model of the program and a test case 

 

Franz Wotawa et al present model-based debugging consists on constraint representation of program. 

Spectrum-based and slicing-based debugging also discussed in this paper and compared their empirical 

results with modal-based debugging technique. Model-Based is an automated debugging approach based 

on formal modal of a program use test cases to verify the correctness of program statement under given 

assumptions. This approach has been implemented on Constraint Specification Problem (CSP) by using 

set of variables, set of relations and their domains among the variables called constraints. Once all values 

are assigned to variable successfully, the solution of the CSP problem will generate automatically. This 

paper also provides a program which facilitates developer to transform a program into constraint in three 

easy steps [14] [70].  

Strength Weakness 

 

It provides the solutions for constraint specification 

problem. 

 

It is based on Constraint solver called MINION. 

 All conditional statement and loops converted into 

Constraint for easy conversion. 

 

The working of this methodology restricted on at least 

one failing test case and the source code of the program. 

 This approach bound the solution of the program variant 

is close to the original one.  

 

 This approach is not able to fix all type of errors such as 

infinite loop and assume that it perform debugging 

syntactically correct.  

 

 

3.3.7.15 Generating and Evaluating Choices for Fixing Inconsistencies in UML Design Models 

 

Alexander Egyed et al present a technique which assists developer to fix UML modal's inconsistency 

issues. Consistency rules are designed to evaluate the specific part of model by using formal conditions, 

so if any rule violated, program is not able to perform properly and it is called inconsistency. The 

intention of this work is to detecting all concrete solutions for fixing model elements in such way so it 

does not create any new inconsistency but every location where inconsistency identified could  must be 
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re-write by developer manually. This approach runs with the help of IBM Rational Rose integration and 

has been implemented on 39 UML models and result showed the scalability and usability of this approach 

[15]. 

Strength Weakness 

 
Generated suggestions of set of consistency provide 

guarantee that it will not violate any known 

consistency rule. 

 

There is much type of consistency rules while this 

approach not fulfills all type of them. 

It gives the verification to designer that weather this 

suggestion is appropriate or not. 

 

This approach creates new elements for model which 

mostly involve multiple concurrent changes but still this 

technique is restricted on single changes.  

 

This technique eliminates the necessity of developing 

fixing rule while it generates model values which 

depended on model.  

 

This approach is not considerable for a complete 

solution for fixing consistencies issues. 

 

This approach able to calculate the list of complete set 

of consistency which is affected by a fix.  

Though this technique if fully automated but its 

implementation, configuration for tool builder and value 

generation functions is manual.  

 

The empirical results of this approach showed that this 

approach keeps maintain its instantaneous response 

time of user queries even the size of model increases.  

 

 

 

3.3.7.16 Iterative delta debugging 

 

Cyrille Artho present an automated debugging technique called Iterative Delta Debugging (IDD). This 

technique based on Delta Debugging (DD) with the intention of eliminate the series of error step by step 

and it keep continue this step until it originally unresolved defects are isolated. Test failure of a program 

is the input for IDD and the purpose is to find the previous place where all test cases passed successfully. 

This approach has been implemented on larger scale real world examples but the time of large change set 

depends on the precision of delta debugging implementation [16]. 

Strength Weakness 

 
This approach provides fully automation of removal 

errors step by step until it originally unresolved defect 

is isolated. 

 

Patch structure implemented in this approach for finer-

gained analysis can not reflect the accuracy of 

underlying program changes 

This approach has been implemented on many large 

and complex real world problems in different 

programming languages. 

 

This approach uses patch file hierarchy to improve local 

code changes but it is unable to keep record of 

independent changes.  

This approach has used algorithm which helps to 

resolve large and complex real life examples. 

 

 

This approach uses patch file hierarchy to keep track 

for all changes in source code and improve the 

reorganization of local code changes.  
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3.3.7.17 GenProg: A Generic Method for Automatic Software Repair 

 

Claire Le Goues et al present a generic method for automatic software repair called GenProg which can 

either apply to complete program or to any single module. It repairs defects in off-the-shelf, legacy 

programs without need of any formal specification. GenProg uses existing test-cases in order to generate 

automatic repairs for real world bug in off-the-shell legacy application. The technique does not need any 

program annotation and formal specification. The input used is a defected program and set of test cases. 

Experiments show encouraging results and proved that algorithm can repair different type of errors from 

various domains [17].  

Strength Weakness 

 
This approach able to identified software flaws by 

using model checking, software diversity model, 

light weight static method and intrusion detection.  

The technique depends on encoding of test cases for error 

repair and important functionality. While some of 

properties are difficult to encode using test cases. 

  

This technique use GenPro method which uses 

existing test cases and generate automated repairs for 

Off-The-Shell legacy applications.  

  

This approach based on test case to encode program 

functionalities, GenPro is not able to handle no 

determinism properties like race conditions and 

multithreading programs.  

By using Genpro program, this approach not requires 

any formal specification for generating automated 

repair.  

The correction process or automated generated repair 

based on fault localization, it is important in order to 

success of GenProg.  

 

The technique helps in achieving results up to 77%. 

It is use to fix eight different type of bugs and it can 

apply either to a single module or complete program. 

 

Success and quality of GenProg is bounded to faults that 

are well-localized and directly impacted by size and 

scope of test suits. 

 

 

3.3.7.18 PACHIKA: Generating Fixes from Object Behavior Anomalies 

 

Valentin Dallmeier et al present a tool called PACHIKA which automatically gather object behaviors 

from the execution of the program. This tool automatically generates fixing and for determine anomalies 

it compares different model. To minimize the risk of generating new bugs it runs the program‟s regression 

test suit. The intention of this work consist on automatically derive fix candidates, define method with 

validate these fix validate and evaluate the effectiveness and the efficiency of this approach by using 

iBUGS collection of real-life bugs [18] [71].  

Strength Weakness 

 
This approach is use to validate results against 

original failing run; to verify that problem has been 

fixed or not and the validate quality depends on test 

suit quality. 

 

The bulk of data and complexity are the major road 

blocks of this approach to check every step of realistic 

problem. 

This techniques runs regression test suits in order to 

decrease the risk of introducing new bug in the 

program.  

The written code of this approach is very complicated 

and lies between 30, 000 lines of code which is itself 

difficult to understand.  

 

This techniques shows presents only those test cases 

which passes validations process.  

PACHIKA generates fixes that only apply to indicator 

rather than problem root. 
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This is first ever approach which generated derive 

fixes candidates in program execution directly from 

mined specification.  

 

 

This approach has been implemented on real world 

programs to validate its fixes.  

 

 

 

3.3.7.19 GP: Using Execution Paths to Evolve Software Patches 

 

ThanhVu Nguyen et al present an evolutionary approach which uses genetic programming for repairing 

software bug in an automated way. Initially source code is processed to produce path which contains 

traces of execution procedures. This help in identifying when any error occurs. Next GP algorithm 

generates fresh program by modifying original code. Technique creates at least one patch which when 

applied to original program make defect repairs without effecting functionality.  The key idea of approach 

is to focus on areas where error occurs. It has been show to fix several real world defects [19].  

Strength Weakness 

 
Fix defects in more than 10 programs, which 

contains security weakness in web server and ftp 

server and success rates varies from 4%-99%. 

 

Algorithm is restricted to make changes which are based 

on other parts of original program.  

  

This approach useful in order to minimize the search 

space complexity and along this it also increase the 

performance of the genetic programming process.   

 

 

This approach use genetic programming to operate 

on regions rather than the whole program to avoid 

exponential-size search space problem.  

 

 

 

3.3.7.20 Evolutionary repair of faulty software 

 

Andrea Arcuri presents approach for fixing faulty software automatically called Java automatic fault fixer 

is a java proto type and an. JAFF only repair faults those are written in a sub-set of java programming, the 

reason for this is that it is written in Java. Fixing fault automatically is tough task and this was just an 

attempt towards contribution of giving some possible way to fix faults automatically with use of 

evolutionary algorithm. The tool does not have any restriction on type of source code fault that can be 

fixed. Three search algorithms were used and compared in empirical analysis. In experiment it was 

concluded that GP suits best for this purpose and GP is a head then both other algorithms [20].   

Strength Weakness 

 

This novel approach is able to handle real world 

problem which is written in large sub set of java 

programming language.  

 

This is novel prototype framework which has not been 

provided any graphical user interface yet. 

 

This approach introduces novel search operators which 

implemented fault localization techniques to improve 

Efficiency of the tool not only dependent on large and 

complex problem but it also depends on programming 
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the performance of used algorithms. 

 

language. 

 

This approach also showed the better result of genetic 

programming rather than hill climbing on large scale 

project. 

Though this approach is capable to resolve java based 

problems but current prototype of framework does not 

support entire java programming problems yet like It 

does not support new syntax introduce by J2SE 5.0 

 

This approach used JAFF (java automatic fault fixing) 

tool which will automatically validate faulty software 

for repairing. 

There are also many framework implementations, 

programming language and search algorithms issue 

such as framework has problem with support of break 

statement and labeled continue. 

3.3.7.21 Juzi: A Tool for Repairing Complex Data Structures 

 

Bassem Elkarablieh and Sarfaraz Khurshid present tool for repair complex data structure called Juzi. Juzi 

is an automated tool which takes data structure class and predicate method and generates new class which 

is able to repair data structure automatically. Generated classes repair data structure once corruption 

appeared at runtime and represented most reliable repairs. Novel repair algorithm has been implemented 

by Juzi tool to perform systematic search to repair the structure. To validate this tool Juzi applied on 

seven subjects and results showed promising results by repairing large and complex structure with small 

number of corruptions [21].  

Strength Weakness 

 
This tool represents the data structure by using java 

class along with predicate method which uses 

structural integrity constraints. 

 

This tool Based on Symbolic execution tool and only 

resolve errors which arise during symbolic execution. 

Along with repair it also allows the structure to 

continue its execution and fixes repairs corrupt 

structure which contains small number of errors. 20 

faults in structure are repaired in less than 20 second. 

 

Though this tool implemented on different types of 

constraints but it is not implemented on large and 

complex data structures yet.  

This tool use forward symbolic execution to resolve 

path conditions which arises during execution and it 

applicable for different type of constraints and 

specifically for integer constraints. 

  

 

 

 

3.3.7.22 Specification base program repair using SAT   

 

Muhammad Zubair Malik et al present a novel approach in this paper which uses “behavioral 

specification” for automating generation of program repairs using of the shelf SAT technology. Bounded 

verification has been implemented in this tool which takes java methods, bounds (input size) and produce 

small set of suits which satisfy the preconditions of method and fix the post-conditions.  This approach 

use converts a program with faults in a nondeterministic program and reduces non-determinism with the 

help of SAT. This helps resulting program to be correct with respect to given specification. The current 

repair technique was found quite impressive in faults removing in different type of programming 

constructs and statements in less time [22].   
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Strength Weakness 

 
This approach has ability to resolve different type of 

data structure problems and has been implemented on 

real world problems.  

 

The conversion of program in nondeterministic program 

can generate further complexities  

This tool satisfies the post conditions by generating 

no determinism in the statements with the help of 

SAT method.  

The correction time for worst cases and complex real 

time applications could be the challenge for this 

technique‟s scalability.   

 

This approach use to repair various types of errors 

with a timeless than a mixture. 

Repaired statement‟s accuracy is not provides guarantee 

for accuracy, completeness and correctness of post-

conditions constraints.  

 

This tool also can use for semi-automatic for 

generating feedback which can facilitate in the 

localization of faults schemes.  

 

 

3.3.7.23 Co evolutionary Automated Software Correction (CASC) 

 

Josh L. Wilkerson and Daniel Tauritz present a system which addresses the all problems in a software life 

cycle such as testing, localizing and correction of faulty programs using co-evolutionary approach. The 

purpose of automated software correction system is to correction phase by coevolving test cases. This is 

applicable in large number of bug software system. Each bug is run about fifty times with the help of 

single and multi objective optimization. After all the run it was seen system give 87.7% successful which 

hence prove the ability of CASC [23].  

Strength Weakness 

 
This approach is a complete automated solution for 

fixing error among software development life cycle 

phases such as; software testing, error localization 

and correction phase. 

  

Interpretative generated by this approach is not better as 

program size increase and complex while binary 

execution is more efficient in complex system. 

This approach CASC is able to reduce the 

complexities of fitness functions which also assure 

the software artifacts to be corrected. 

 

To design fitness function for each problem which require 

experience and strong intuition while in Arcuri's system 

generate generic fitness function for every problem 

This approach not only generates accurate fitness 

function but it also generates fitness functions based 

on specific problems.  

 

 

CASC uses a problem specific module whose 

functionality is completely at the user‟s discretion as 

long as the module ultimately will produce test cases 

for use by the system. 

 

 

The CASC parser supports nearly all features of the 

C++ programming language and it use interpretative 

execution for binary which is efficient for small 

programs. 
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3.3.7.24 User guided fixing of inconsistencies  

 

Christoph Elsner et al present a pragmatic semi-automated framework which enables to specify and to 

apply inconsistency fixes on configuration files of different kinds. Each configuration file is converted to 

a model by this framework which then applies fixes and writes back again. The tool helps user while 

dealing with important programmed fixes and files with difficult formats. Framework is implemented 

using 7 round trip and mechanism of 2 fixing which work as an expansion if Eclipse [24].  

Strength Weakness 

 

It holds GUI which helps to view and apply changes.  

 

Cannot verify impact of fix until it has been really 

applied. 

14 min and 46 manual task is performed in just 5 

mint and 19 sec. 

Not sure that a fix will not authenticate other constraints. 

 

3.3.7.25  A case for automated debugging using data structure repair  

Muhammad Zubair Malik et al present a novel methodology based on compile time technique (for 

software testing and debugging) and runtime technique (for data structure repair) which are useful to 

minimize the cost of software development and increase the software reliability. It introduces the Abstract 

Concrete Actions which facilitate in fault localization, generating debugging suggestion and repairing. 

Korat framework is used in experiment and showed promising results [25]. 

Strength Weakness   

 
This approach uses Juzi‟s framework which helps to 

increases the reliability of the software.  

 

This novel methodology dependent on Juzi's framework 

if Juzi unable to fix error then it also cannot fix it and its 

all artifacts based on Juzi‟s framework.  

 

Capability of embedding different framework and 

tools with this approach decrease the cost of the 

software development. 

 

Only handle specific kind of faults ( faults with execution 

path)  

It develop the idea of abstracting concrete repair 

actions and abstract concrete actions are assist in 

fault localization, debugging and repairing. 

 

 

 

 

3.3.7.26 CPTEST: A Framework for the Automatic Fault Detection, Localization and Correction of 

Constraint Programs 

 

Nadjib Lazaar presents CPTEST is a testing frame work for software testing of constraint programs which 

are written in OPL (optimization prorating language).  The working of CPTEST is in such a way that it 

first detects faults automatically then localizes it and finally performs corrections of faults in OPL.  Once 

fault is located then approach tries to reformulate constraints of subset found to be responsible of faults. 

Then come correction algorithm which aims at finding set of constraints too revise non-conforming 

constraints and finally automatically correction of faults. The below mentioned are strengths and 

weakness of frame work that was observed during experiments by the team working on CPTEST [26]. 
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Strength Weakness 

 

In this approach we can resolve combinational 

problems and it uses high declarative constraint model 

to detect non conformities.   

This tool implemented on different types of problems 

but the validation of constrains problems in real time 

application is yet remaining.  

 

This tool has ability to neglect many constraints 

which expressed by OPL and the global constrain also 

be presented as an aggregation of primitive 

constraints.   

It is based on availability of Model-Oracle This tool 

involves human interaction for injection of faults 

manually in constraint programs.   

 

 

 

3.3.7.27 FoEnSic Tool 

 

Roderick Bloem et al FoEnSic tool is use for auto localization and corrections of C programs. The 

FoEnSic uses different back-ends and solving techniques to fix programs in software and hardware level. 

Faulty program is used as input for tool. The C program is pares using front-end of FoEnSic and internal 

model of program is produced. It has many back end operations on model of program. Different error 

localization and correction methods are implemented by them. Then the back end is selected by user 

which suits to problem. The symbolic back end performs automatic error localization and correction in 

incorrect C programs. The below mentioned are strengths and weakness of frame work that was observed 

during experiment [27]. 

Strength Weakness 

 
 This tool can detects localization, suggests correct 

fixes which are easily understandable of errors and 

corrects error for both C in software and hardware. 

 

FoEnSic has been verified on different problems which 

are simple and small while this tool is not extensively 

tested on large and complex problems 

 

 This technique implemented on different simulation 

based methods in order to get semi-formal and formal 

once.  

 

The tool is not able to fix deadlocks and race conditions. 

It cannot handle concurrent programs. 

Provides data structures to represent logic formulas. It is based on specifications. If specifications are not 

good then suggestion will also effect. 

 

 This technique is also capable to implement new 

environment of program analysis, debugging and 

verification techniques.  

 

Graphical user interface of tool is not available and 

some C features cannot be represented in tool. 

 

 

3.3.7.28  Automatically finding patches using genetic programming 

 

Westley Weimer et al present genetic programming (GP) approach which is combined with program 

analysis method to repair bugs in off the shelf legacy programs. It is assumed that they have an access to 

source code, a negative test case that exercises the fault to repair and several positive test cases that 

exercises fault to be repaired.  Structured differencing and data debugging technique was use to minimize 

the repair and mitigating code [28].    
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Strength Weakness 

 
This approach not require highly formal specification 

and other practices like coding practice or program 

annotation and use readily available test cases for off-

the-shelf legacy applications.  

 

Fixing patches produced by this approach is highly 

depended on multiple test cases execution to avoid the 

defects to reproduce but random selections of test cases 

can produce incorrect patches.  

Practitioner can limit the algorithm in this approach to 

produce only changes which are based on program 

structure from other part of the program.   

 

Test cases are essential part to obtain formal 

specification and to fulfill all functionalities it is 

compulsory to run all test cases but this action will 

slow down the approach and will effect on search 

spaces as well.  

This approach successfully implemented on 11 

different problems of bugs and it generates repairs in 

legacy C programs. 

 

Success of this approach based on optimal parameter 

values, selection strategies and operator design. 

 

  This approach does require a sophisticated bug 

localization technique to control size of weighted 

execution path. 

 

 The quality of repairs that are fixed is not measured in 

this approach and the performance of scalability 

depends on problem size. 

 

 

3.3.7.29 Auto-Locating and Fix-Propagating for HTML Validation Errors to PHP Server-side Code 

 

Nguyen et al present a novel automatic locating/fixing tool for HTML validation errors in PHP-based 

Web applications.  A symbolic execution algorithm on the given PHP program to produce a single tree-

based model, called D-model, which approximately represents its possible client page outputs. An 

algorithm: mapping any text in the given HTML page to the text(s) in the node(s) of the D-model and 

then to the PHP code. A fix-propagating algorithm is from the fixes in the HTML page to the PHP code 

via the D-model and the mapping algorithm.  PhpSync achieves 96.7% accuracy in locating the 

corresponding locations in PHP code from client pages, and 95% accuracy in propagating the fixes to the 

server-side code [29]. 

Strength Weakness 

 
 This approach is able to locate and Fix propagate 

validation errors given in HTML page which produced 

by Php code. 

 

This approach has capability to adopt other methods or 

framework like [Tidy] to find the validation errors on the 

page by using PhpSync. 

  

 

This approach performs localization and propagates 

errors but to validate them it requires human interaction 

such as Test Fragments which takes time. 

 

 Risk of human error involved by checking Test 

fragments and does not handles Object Oriented PHP. 

 

 Four out of six program are in reasonable size and do not 

contain many loops and complex computational logics. 
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3.3.7.30 Automated Error Localization and Correction for Imperative Programs 

 

Roderick Bloem et al present novel debugging method for imperative software for error localization and 

correction. This approach takes faulty program and its specifications as input after expressing process it 

replaced faulty components with correct one. It combines many existing techniques in a novel way such 

as symbolic execution, model-based diagnosis, templates for unknown expressions, and iterative repair 

refinement [30]. 

Strength Weakness 

 
Use symbolic execution for analyze program behavior 

path by path considering more paths means better 

accuracy. 

 

Require higher resource requirement, to analyze 

program behavior path bay path. 

Error correction is done using a template-based 

approach which ensures that the computed repairs are 

readable. 

 

Fine-grained error localization leads to repairs that 

affect only small. 

This method can handle new debugging approach 

which produces readable repairs at the source level 

present a heuristic to speed up repair refinement. 

 

The maximum path length and the number of paths to 

analyze are limited to ensure termination. 

 

 

3.3.7.31 Full Theoretical Runtime Analysis of Alternating Variable Method on the Triangle 

Classification Problem 

 

Andrea Arcuri discus the comparison of Search algorithms on Triangular Classification (TC) problems is 

done in work. Expected runtime of AVM on all the branches of TC is O ((log n) 2). That is necessary and 

sufficient to prove that AVM has a better runtime on TC compared to the other search algorithms that 

author previously analyzed in other research papers he did. AVM is working same as hill climbing but 

start with random search point [31].  

Strength Weakness 

 
If  AVM will be applied that is much faster runtime 

against other search algorithms such as hill climbing, 

random search e.t.c 

 

 Hill climbing might be un uses full in order to found 

better fitness neighbor or global optimal.                                                                       

  Random algorithm is not able to perform a.lot of 

experiments because of its runtime is slow. 

 

 

 

3.3.7.32 A Novel Co-evolutionary Approach to Automatic Software Bug Fixing 

 

Andrea Arcuri and Xin Yao present a framework for evolutionary approach of to automate the task of 

fixing bugs. Co-evolutionary approach use to generate test cases and co-evolve to fix program and bug 

solving on basis of unit testing with respect to GP is more effective. Genetic Programming, Formal 

specification, Search base software testing and co-evolution are the bases of frame work which was use 

for bug fixing [32]. 
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Strength Weakness 

 
Most of the bugs are solved by using the framework 

that lead towards the investigation of novel way for 

improving the performance of the framework.        

 

More complex bugs are not solving by this framework. 

It is difficult might for human to fix bug but it is easy 

for the ABF framework. 

In extreme case where the bugs are available in the 

part of source code it is difficult for the framework to 

solve bugs.          

  

 

3.3.7.33 On the Automation of Fixing Software Bugs 

 

Andrea Arcuri presents an evolutionary approach to automate the task of fixing bugs and a novel 

technique to address ambitious goal of Automatic Bug Fixing (ABF). The approach to find the bugs on 

the basis of unit tests and software under analysis is more ambitious as it not only localizing the bugs but 

it also solves them automatically. Using ABF framework is more efficient than others techniques. It is 

difficult might for human to fix bug but it is easy for the ABF framework.  his approach is more 

ambitious than the previous literature on automated debugging, because we are not limited in only 

localizing the bugs, in fact we also try to fix them in an automatic way [33].                 

Strength Weakness 

 
This approach is more ambitious than the previous 

literature on automated debugging, because we are 

not limited in only localizing the bugs, in fact we 

also try to fix them in an automatic way. 

       

In order to apply Automated bug fixing (ABF) techniques 

there need that software under Analysis (SuA) has at-

least one unit test failed.    

Automatic bug fixing framework does not suffer of 

the limitation of requiring at least one test case that is 

passed. 

Performance of framework heavily depends on the 

quality of the training set T. It clearly described that ABF 

is depend on accuracy of previous testing phase. 

 

In the extreme case in which a bug makes fail the 

computation on each possible input, ABF framework 

can still be applied, although with likely worse 

performance. 

 

With formal specification it is automatically 

implementation of new requirements.     

 Automatically implementation of new requirements is 

also difficult. 

 

 

 

3.3.7.34 UML Specification and Correction of Object-Oriented Anti-patterns 

 

Maria Teresa Llano and Rob Pooley present UML-Based Specification techniques use for specific type of 

error called Object- Oriented Anti-patterns. It establishes design transformations for OOAP errors. This 

work is help in error detecting and correcting this kind of bugs. It also present the transformation which 

assist user to improve design but to chose correct decision and applied on a right place is developer‟s 

responsibility. The transformations based on local and structural refactoring which facilitate in the process 

of correcting anti-patterns [34]. 
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Strength Weakness 

 
This technique is the first attempt towards 

automated anti-pattern analysis on design level so it 

could be detect and correct before software 

application.  

This technique use many classes and the god class is the 

responsible for the behavior of application and using this 

god class can create complexities or it could be produce 

unnecessary artifacts.  

This technique is language in-depended for all 

applications which uses anti-pattern analysis during 

design stage. 

 

This approach is generating anti-pattern automatically but 

the involvement of developer can effect on the optimal 

correction of anti-pattern.  

 Correcting anti-pattern can effect on structural and local 

refactoring when they applied on design because these 

refactoring are not consider to whole application but it 

only targeted to a specific part of the design.  

 

 Operation Poltergeist class can also be effect due to the 

correction of god class in the anti-pattern design. 

 

 

3.3.7.35 Evidence-Bases Automated Program Fixing 

Yu Pei et al present a tool called AutoFix-E2. This tool implemented evidence bases program fixing 

which uses novel approach and to produce correction of errors automatically in software equipped with 

contracts. Automated random testing, fault localizing, static and dynamic analysis combines in evidence 

based program.  The approach set on dynamic analysis of correct and incorrect run. It successfully works 

for classes with few public queries [35].  

Strength Weakness 

 
Model based fixing approach provides automated 

fault localization and correction and the ratio of 

fixing bugs through this approach is 73%.  

 

The quality of model based fixing approach is based on 

public interfaces, because many invariants are based on 

public queries. 

Model based approach is highly based on dynamic 

analysis which means it can run for correct and 

incorrect cases. 

This approach use only test cases for fixing errors while 

it could be insufficient in many cases and it can also be 

effect on the quality of the results. 

 

This approach is able to generate fixing by using test 

cases only, and not require further documents such as 

formal specification.    

This approach is implemented only on small scale 

problems while the validity of this approach on large 

and complex problems is still remain.  

 

 Quality of fixes which is produced through model based 

approach can affect the quality of contracts and to avoid 

this issue in classes in not figure out yet. 

 

3.3.7.36 Exterminator: Automatically Correcting Memory Errors with High Probability 

Gene Novark et al present an automated system which fixes heap-based memory errors in C and C++ 

programs with high probability without human interaction called “Exterminator”. It drives runtime 

patches in subsequent and current executions. It is suitable to fix error in testing while it also corrects 

errors after deployment. This system is able to collaborative bug correction by merging patches which are 
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produced by multiple users. Empirical and analytical results show the Exterminator‟s effectiveness on real 

faults [66]. 

Strength Weakness 

 
This approach is capable to fix memory related error 

such as buffer over flows and dangling pointers but 

specifically it corrects heap-based errors without 

developer‟s intervention.  

This approach has functionality to correct overflows 

errors which are forward overflow but it is not able to 

correct error which deals in backward overflow.  

 

Many approaches fixes errors before implementation 

or fixes after testing while this approach also correct 

the errors after the deployment of application.  

This approach only fixes finite overflows, so that it 

contain given overflow by over allocation and is based 

on DieFest tool, the fixes of the program is based on 

DieFest results. 

 

This approach Exterminator; work on black box 

manner and it neither require source code access nor 

developer's interaction during fixing errors. 

 

It does not uninitialized reads for value left over in a 

previously allocated object. 

 

3.3.7.37 Automatically Patching Errors in Deployed Software 

 

Jeff H et al present ClearView, which is an automated error detecting and correcting technique. 

ClearView produce automated patching errors in deployed software‟s. ClearView based on high 

availability requirements for correcting software. It generates patches without human involvement and 

applies on a program without stop or restart. It automatically patched security vulnerabilities without 

introducing new attacks [67]. 

Strength Weakness 

 
ClearView can correct unknown errors in COST 

software systems and generates a set of candidate 

repair patches that enforce the invariant. 

 

ClearView cannot fix every conceivable errors it 

correct only realistic class of errors which provide 

requirements to successfully given service. 

ClearView is based on automatically learning tool 

which observed through application‟s execution and 

recorded the all successes scenarios and utilize them 

for new application. 

 

ClearView is not able to resolve errors which came 

out of the scope of this approach but along with it also 

unable to find a repair that enables the application to 

survive the error 

ClearView is also performs monitoring functionality 

which keep tracks for every generated errors and 

identify or localize the root of that cause. 

ClearView use specific set of invariant enforcement 

mechanism but it do not guarantee that repair 

strategies produce successful repair as well.  

3.3.7.38 Self-healing Strategies for Component Integration Faults 

Hervé Chang et al present Self-Healing technique in this work. Self-Healing technique is an automated 

complement to traditional testing and verification by enhancing system's capability in order to detect and 

correct software errors in modern languages such as .NET and Java. The intention of this technique to 

healing errors which result in raised exception. Self-healing techniques is able to handle exceptions which 

generated by semantic integration faults between Off-The -Shelf (OTS) components and core business 

applications. Provided experiment shows the effectiveness of self-healing techniques on open source OTS 

components [68]. 
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Strength Weakness 

 
This approach is more focus on healing errors which 

are raised during exception handling and once healing 

strategy runs successfully, it store in repository for 

future use. 

 

Fixing strategies always not successful in integration 

fault because of dependency of OTC on availability of 

OTS's client. 

Semantic integration faults among many OTS 

components and core business applications which use 

libraries and runtime platforms are captured by using 

predetermined healing strategies.  

 

The success of this approach highly based on healing 

strategies and theses strategies are made by human 

according to specific logic. 

This technique automatically heals the constructor 

operation by intercepting the raised exception.  

In most of the cases, OTS components raised 

complexities and targeted patches are not work 

properly because integration errors depends on a 

specific way an OTS is used. 

3.3.7.39 Kima: An Automated Error Correction System for Concurrent Logic Programs 

Yasuhiro Ajiro and Kazunori Ueda present a system which is used to correct concurrent logic programs 

such as wrong variable occurrences in the absence of declaration in program properties named Kima. 

Kima is simple and efficient technique which diagnoses the reasons of inconsistency and after diagnosed 

to correct automatically by replacing symbol occurrence in the program [73]. 

Strength Weakness 

 
Heuristic and detection rules are applied which increase 

the efficiency and also optimize the search alternatives. 

Kima is approach which deals only in small number 

of errors which are come due to wrong variable. 

 

This approach achieves high quality alternatives of all 

possible variables through heuristic rules. 

Other kind of errors instead concurrent logic errors 

are not considered in current version of Kima. 

 

 

3.3.7.40 A formal architecture-centric approach for safe self repair 

Imen L et al present formal self-repair approach use to repair architecture. It facilitate to architect to 

implement repair polices; once policy will execute it will generate a stylistic correct configuration. It also 

provides the modeling solution to assist design activities in the graphical UML notation. Once the 

violation of constraint has been detected, it will trigger appropriate policy to correct the problem and it 

propose more than one solution to repair the system [74]. 

Strength Weakness 

 
This approach provide facility to make policies so it 

could be implement before execution the program and 

help to generate stylistic correct configuration.  

 

There is no grantee to be sure that defined policy will 

make the system in a correct state. 

For the graphical UML notification, this approach 

provides modeling solution which assists in design 

activities and guide to bring repair polices using 

visual notation.  
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3.3.7.41 Automated Debugging Using Path-Based Weakest Preconditions 

 

Haifeng He and Neelam Gupta present an automated debugging tool helps to locate and correct erroneous 

statements in a program. It also useful automated debugging approach to reduce the cost of software 

development. This approach has been implemented on several small programs in C and python languages 

and capable to locate and correct erroneous statement in functions. The types of errors are wrong 

relational operator, wrong variable used in assignment statement, used in branch predicate and some 

incorrect number of loops [75]. 

 

Strength Weakness 

 
This debugging approach performs automated 

localization and correction on erroneous statement 

in a faulty function. 

 

This technique implemented on small and simple 

programs and it is not able to resolve errors in non-

terminating loop. 

This approach uses formal analysis of program and 

software testing to locate and correct errors 

automatically. 

 

Segmentation fault like illegal memory access is not able 

to handle through this approach. 

This approach is cost effective, helps to reduce the 

cost of software development. 

 

It is not able to resolve faulty programs using pointers. 

 

3.3.7.42 Automated Concurrency-Bug Fixing 

Guoliang Jin et al present Cfix system which automates the repair of concurrency bugs, works with wide 

variety of concurrency-bug detectors. It is a combination of order relationships and mutual-exclusion 

which prevent from buggy interleaving. It also useful in order to analysis and test to determine where is 

the excessive performance losses and tries to avoid deadlocks. Experiment results shows that CFix work 

with different types of bug detectors on thirteen different real-world problems successfully. The quality of 

patches, generated by CFix is near to manually written by human. It automate the whole process of bug 

fixing such as; bug understanding, design fix-strategy, synchronization enforcement, patch testing and 

selection, patch merging and final patches and feedback[76][79]. 

Strength Weakness 

 
It automates entire process of fixing with the range 

of different kind of concurrency bugs without 

interrupting existing program functionality.  

Cfix use Afix tool, for mutual exclusion while Ofix tool, 

which forces two common types of order relationship. 

This Cfix approach can work with many 

concurrency bug detectors without effecting 

performance of the technique.  

 

Cfix approach uses Ofix tool for error correction while this 

tool is not a universal fixer for entire bugs which require 

order enforcement. 

This approach has been implemented on real-world 

problems and produce high quality patches.  

Cfix functionality or accuracy dependent on the accuracy 

of Ofix tool, if Ofix patches unable to resolve deadlocks 

then Cfix assume that bug cannot fix through order 

enforcement. 
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This approach open handed and able to merge with 

other techniques such as it uses AFix for mutual 

exclusion and OFix to fix bug with correctness.   

 

CFix patch testing not sure to catch all problems in patch 

and CFix patches are more complicated than manual in 

many cases. 

 

3.3.7.43 A formal semantics for program debugging 

  

LI Wei and LI Ning present semantic framework is an automated debugging by providing a structural 

operational semantics. Formal rules produced by structural operational semantics use functions in the 

debugging procedure. The debugging process is consisting of further three steps; tracing, locations and 

fixing process. The core intention of this technique is to find solution for the system of fix equations [77]. 

 

Strength Weakness   

 
Design error, structural design error and logical 

errors can be fixing through fix-equation solution. 

Fix-equation is not provides solution for logical design 

errors and new bugs can be arise when old bug is 

repaired.  

 

This debugging technique uses formal rules which 

are introduces by structural operational for defining 

functions in debugging procedures.  

 

 

This debugging approach consists of three 

debugging tasks which are error tracing, error 

locating and error fixing process.  

 

 

This technique specify separate equations for each 

problem such as fix-equation is use to repair logical 

design errors and structural design errors.  

 

 

 

3.3.7.44 DIRA: Automatic Detection, Identification, and Repair of Control-Hijacking attacks 

 

Alexey Smirnov et al present DIRA which is an automatic approach to deal with buffer flow attack 

detection component, attack identification component and attack repair component that helps to restore 

the compromised program state in normal condition. DIRA is a first complete solution which provides 

above mentioned three problems in one platform [78]. 

 

Strength Weakness 

 
By using combination of static technique and 

dynamic techniques is able to attack detection, 

identification and repair. 

This approach uses algorithm only for design 

simplicity and requires more performance 

optimization. 

 

 It cannot identify dependencies which involve 

arithmetic expression 

 

 Data flow can also improve the efficiency of state 

checkpoint. 

 

 Only deal concurrent accesses of memory updates. 
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 Current version of DIRA cannot support file system 

repair. 

 

 

3.3.7.45 Using Mutation to Automatically Suggest Fixes for Faulty Programs 

Vidroha Debroy and W. Eric Wong present mutation technique which automatically produce possible 

fixes for faulty programs, it significantly reduce the amount of overhead involved with the help of fault 

localization. By introducing syntactic code changes into a program the mutation technique assesses the 

detection of a set test for a specific program. The experiment implemented in C and java programs and 

show promising result [80]. 

Strength Weakness 

 
This technique use mutation method which is 

effective at producing potential fixes By using 

intuition developer can save time to fix the 

problem. 

 

Live mutation does not deploy the mutation on the correct 

version of the program because no test case distinguishes its 

behavior from the correct program. 

This approach perform fault localization task 

which are helpful even though develop strategies 

are not able to fix the fault. 

 

It is not sure that fault completely fix through proposed 

strategy. 

 It provides many suggestions but right and wrong selection 

is still programmer‟s responsibility. 

 

3.3.7.46 Repair of Boolean programs with an application to C 

Andreas et al presents a symbolic algorithm that localize faulty statements and return with corrections in 

Boolean programs. By using software model checker, they automatically produce suggested repairs for 

source code which are the based on abstraction computation. After avail suggestions its programmer 

responsibility to accept these suggestions and make corrections or theses suggestions can lead him 

towards root causes. They have used memory less and stack less strategy to fix the faulty Boolean 

programs in this method. Before fixing faulty program, the Boolean program can be converted into game 

between the environment and system and the winning strategy for this game is to ensure that all 

specification should hold on all information for fixing decisions [81].  

Strength Weakness 

 
The algorithm which has been used in this approach is 

fault model independent and it could be use in other 

fault models.  

Boolean programs are abstraction of C programs and 

its variable are predicates so it can be limited to 

feasible evaluation by an enforcement statement and 

that statement are not considering in this method.  

 

This approach uses to repair Boolean programs but 

once it will find repairs for Boolean program it can also 

be used for C programs as well.  

This approach is able to produce more than one 

satisfies constraint but to choose the accurate one is the 

programmer‟s responsibility depending on the intended 

semantics.  
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 Number of excessive variable can complicate this 

approach while reducing the size of variable can miss 

the results and all provided results are nor expressible. 

 

 

 

 

 

To deal with parallel assignments is quite difficult 

through this approach because assignments are really 

tightly related.  

 

3.3.8 Resulted Strengths  

Code Resulted Strengths 

SC_Str_1 Improve Different levels of inconsistencies by repairing data structure 

SC_Str_2 Work efficiently on less number of errors 

SC_Str_3 Graphical User Interface Support 

SC_Str_4 Perform efficient to fix most of the bugs 

SC_Str_5 Implacable on large scale problems or real world problems 

SC_Str_6 Cost effective solution 

SC_Str_7 Use of genetic constructs 

SC_Str_8 System quality matrices such as reliability, performance increase 

SC_Str_9 Fixing specific type of bugs effectively 

SC_Str_10 Applicable with various environment 

SC_Str_11 Solve bugs during execution of the program 

SC_Str_12 Resolve inconsistency at Model Level architecture(MDA) 

SC_Str_13 Provide Suggestion to solve bugs 

SC_Str_14 Learning-Based Tool to fix bug 

SC_Str_15 Ability to localize faults 

SC_Str_16 Iterative delta debugging 

SC_Str_17 Black box bug fixing 

SC_Str_18 Error detection on bases of software quality  metric 

SC_Str_19 Represent logic formulas 

SC_Str_20 Effectively handing computational problem 

 

Table 3-10 Resulted Strengths 
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3.3.9 Resulted Weaknesses  

Code Resulted weaknesses  

SC_Wkn_1 Improve Different levels of inconsistencies by repairing data structure 

SC_Wkn_2 Work efficiently on less number of errors 

SC_Wkn_3 Graphical User Interface Support 

SC_Wkn_4 Perform efficient to fix most of the bugs 

SC_Wkn_5 Implacable on large scale problems or real world problems 

SC_Wkn_6 Cost effective solution 

SC_Wkn_7 Use of genetic constructs 

SC_Wkn_8 System quality matrices such as reliability, performance increase 

SC_Wkn_9 Fixing specific type of bugs effectively 

SC_Wkn_10 Applicable with various environment 

 

Table 3-11 Resulted Weaknesses 

3.3.10 Fully automated solutions that use search algorithm 

Automated Bug Fixing (ABF) in search-based software engineering is an approach for facilitating 

software developer to fix bugs by applying optimized techniques such as Genetic Algorithms. In many 

software engineering applications, search algorithms seem to have better performance than more 

traditional techniques (e.g., [50, 51]).  Fully automated solutions not require human interaction during 

fixing process of fault, bug and error. These solutions use optimized techniques in order to perform their 

functionality like Genetic programming, genetic algorithms and hill climbing.    

Fully automated solutions using algorithms 

 
Identified strengths Identified  

weaknesses 
A Genetic Programming Approach to Automated Software Repair 

 

SC_Str_1, SC_Str_4, 

SC_Str_7 

SC_Wkn_2, 

SC_Wkn_5, 

SC_Wkn_6 

Automated Atomicity-Violation Fixing SC_Str_1, SC_Str_4, 

SC_Str_8, SC_Str_15 

SC_Wkn_2, 

SC_Wkn_3 

Automated Program Repair  through the Evolution of Assembly Code 

 

SC_Str_9, SC_Str_17 SC_Wkn_2, 

SC_Wkn_5, 

SC_Wkn_7 

 Automatic Error Correction of Java Programs SC_Str_1, SC_Str_15, 

SC_Str_20 

SC_Wkn_3, 

SC_Wkn_5 

Constraint-based Program Debugging using Data Structure SC_Str_1, SC_Str_6, 

SC_Str_8, SC_Str_15 

SC_Wkn_6, 

SC_Wkn_2 

Design Defects Detection and Correction by Example SC_Str_7, SC_Str_15, 

SC_Str_18 

SC_Wkn_2, 

SC_Wkn_5 

Automated debugging based on a constraint model of the program  

and a test case 

SC_Str_1 SC_Wkn_6 

Using Execution Paths to Evolve Software Patches SC_Str_4, SC_Str_9 SC_Wkn_2 
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Evolutionary repair of faulty software SC_Str_5, SC_Str_7, 

SC_Str_15 

SC_Wkn_3, 

SC_Wkn_9 

Co evolutionary Automated Software Correction (CASC) SC_Str_4, SC_Str_5 SC_Wkn_5, 

SC_Wkn_7 

C PTEST: A Framework for the Automatic Fault Detection, 

Localization and Correction of Constraint Programs  

SC_Str_1 SC_Wkn_4, 

SC_Wkn_6, 

SC_Wkn_7, 

SC_Wkn_10 

FoREnSiC A Formal Repair Environment for Simple C SC_Str_9, SC_Str_10, 

SC_Str_13, 

SC_Str_19 

SC_Wkn_2, 

SC_Wkn_4, 

SC_Wkn_6 

A Genetic Programming Approach to Automated Software Repair SC_Str_4, SC_Str_7 SC_Wkn_5, 

SC_Wkn_6, 

SC_Wkn_8 

Auto-Locating and Fix-Propagating for HTML Validation Errors to  

PHP Server-side Code 

SC_Str_1, SC_Str_9 SC_Wkn_2, 

SC_Wkn_10 

Automated Error Localization and Correction for Imperative 

Programs 

SC_Str_10, 

SC_Str_13 

SC_Wkn_1, 

SC_Wkn_2, 

SC_Wkn_5, 

SC_Wkn_10 

Full Theoretical Runtime Analysis of Alternating Variable Method  

on the Triangle Classification Problem 

SC_Str_4 SC_Wkn_6 

A Novel Co-evolutionary Approach to Automatic Software Bug 

Fixing 

SC_Str_4 SC_Wkn_6 

On the Automation of Fixing Software Bugs SC_Str_1 SC_Wkn_1, 

SC_Wkn_5, 

SC_Wkn_6 

Evidence-Bases Automated Program Fixing  SC_Str_4, SC_Str_15 SC_Wkn_1, 

SC_Wkn_4 

Kima: An Automated Error Correction System for Concurrent Logic 

Programs 

SC_Str_8, SC_Str_19 SC_Wkn_4 

 

Table 3-12 Fully automated solutions that use search algorithms 

3.3.11 Semi-Automated solutions using search algorithms 

Semi automated solutions using search algorithms 

 

Identified strengths Identified  

weaknesses 
Automated Support for Repairing Input-Model Faults  

 

SC_Str_1, SC_Str_4, 

SC_Str_7 

SC_Wkn_2, 

SC_Wkn_5, 

SC_Wkn_6 

Iterative delta debugging   SC_Str_1, SC_Str_4, 

SC_Str_8, SC_Str_15  

SC_Wkn_2, 

SC_Wkn_3 

 

Table 3-13 Semi-Automated solutions using search algorithm 
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3.3.12 Fully Automated solutions without search algorithm  

Fully automated solutions without algorithms  Identified strengths Identified 

weaknesses 
Automatic Detection and Repair of Errors in Data Structures SC_Str_1 SC_Wkn_1 

Automatic Generation of Local Repairs for Boolean Programs SC_Str_1,  SC_Str_9,  

SC_Str_20 

SC_Wkn_2, 

SC_Wkn_5 

Automated Fixing of Programs with Contracts  SC_Str_4,  SC_Str_8 SC_Wkn_4 

Automated Repair of HTML Generation Errors in PHP Applications 

Using String Constraint Solving  

SC_Str_9,  SC_Str_13 SC_Wkn_2 

Generating Fixes from Object Behavior Anomalies  SC_Str_6, SC_Wkn_2,  

SC_Wkn_5 

Exterminator: Automatically Correcting Memory Errors with High 

Probability 

SC_Str_6, SC_Str_11, 

SC_Str_17 

SC_Wkn_3, 

SC_Wkn_6 

Automatically Patching Errors in Deployed Software SC_Str_9, SC_Str_13 SC_Wkn_2, 

SC_Wkn_6, 

SC_Wkn_8 

A formal architecture-centric approach for safe self repair SC_Str_14 SC_Wkn_7 

Automated Debugging Using Path-Based Weakest Preconditions SC_Str_6, SC_Str_15 SC_Wkn_4, 

SC_Wkn_7 

Automated Concurrency-Bug Fixing  SC_Str_9, SC_Str_18, 

SC_Str_5 

SC_Wkn_6, 

SC_Wkn_5, 

SC_Wkn_2 

A formal semantics for program debugging SC_Str_9 SC_Wkn_2 

DIRA: Automatic Detection, Identification, and Repair of Control-

Hijacking Attacks 

SC_Str_6 

 

SC_Wkn_5, 

SC_Wkn_7 

SC_Wkn_2 

 

Table 3-14 Fully Automated solutions without search algorithm 

3.3.13 Semi-Automated solutions without search algorithm 

Semi-automated solutions are those which perform their functionality with the help of developer or they require 

some extend manual work. Some of semi-automated techniques cannot perform their functionality until unless 

developer not provide code specification which are written by human not automatically generated, and some other 

techniques only perform task but to validate them it‟s still developers responsibility. Many of semi-automated and 

debugging solutions only provide the suggestion which leads towards bug correction but actual correction is 

performed by developer. All those solutions which come under the mention criteria are called semi-automated bug 

and debugging solutions. 

Semi-automated solutions without Algorithms 

 

Identified strengths Identified  

weaknesses 
Generating and Evaluating Choices for Fixing Inconsistencies in UML 

Design Models 

SC_Str_12 SC_Wkn_2,  

SC_Wkn_7 

GenProg: A Generic Method  for Automatic Software Repair SC_Str_1,  SC_Str_4,  

SC_Str_5 

SC_Wkn_1, 

SC_Wkn_6 

Specification base program repair using SAT SC_Str_5,  SC_Str_9 SC_Wkn_5 

Fixing Configuration Inconsistencies Across File Type Boundaries SC_Str_3,  SC_Str_4 SC_Wkn_4 
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Self-healing Strategies For Component Integration Faults SC_Str_14 

 

SC_Wkn_2, 

SC_Wkn_6, 

SC_Wkn_8 

Using Mutation to Automatically Suggest Fixes for Faulty 

Programs 

SC_Str_13, 

SC_Str_20, 

SC_Str_15 

SC_Wkn_2, 

SC_Wkn_7, 

SC_Wkn_10 

 

Table 3-15 Semi-Automated solutions without Algorithms 
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4 Classification  

The purpose of classification is to understand, analyze, and explore automated bug fixing and debugging 

solutions. It helps to achieve in depth knowledge and understanding of solutions. Classification is 

performed in such a way that solutions are divided into approaches, techniques, tools, framework, system 

and methods. This classification also provides list of solutions which use search algorithm.  

 

4.1 No of Solutions: 

 

The number of bug fixing and debugging solutions which we figure out in literature are 46 in total. The 

graph below indicates the no of bug fixing and debugging solutions individually.  

 

 

 

 

4.2 Bug fixing and debugging  

 

We categorized our work into two different dimensions, bug fixing and debugging. These solutions are 

further divided into sub categories which are shown in graph which contain fully and semi both bug 

fixing and debugging independently. The number of semi and fully is shown separately.  
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4.3 Classification of Solutions  

Classification of solutions are next step in which we figure out, that out of all 46 solutions what is exactly 

what. In the end we concluded that all those solutions lie in further 6 sub classification and they are 

represented below. 
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4.4 Classification w.r.t Bug Fixing  

 
The diagram below shows entire solutions w.r.t bug fixing. The numbers of solution are separated 

according to full and semi automated bug fixing. 

 

     

 

4.5 Classification w.r.t Debugging  

  
Semi and full are two classes of debugging. The results show that out of debugging only 3 tools are fully 

debugging and remaining 2 was with semi debugging.  
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4.6 Classification w.r.t. Search Algorithm  

 
Out of all identified solutions (approaches, techniques, tools, frameworks, methods and systems) there are 

some solutions which are with search algorithm and without. The picture below clears the difference of 

all solution.  
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5 Validity Threats  

The current section explains validity threats regarding research methodology of thesis. Systematic 

Literature Review is conducted in order to figure out debugging and bug fix solution. These solutions 

include both automated/semi automated debugging and bug fixing solutions from literature. The strengths 

and weaknesses of a particular solution are also investigated from literature. These following threats are 

noticed during our work. 

5.1 Internal Validity Threat  

This is some sort of relationship between outcomes and treatment [37]. The internal validity threat in SLR 

is publication bias, which we observe in our work. To overcome this threat both researchers follow few 

strategies. Several meetings had conducted in order to define review protocol; which contain quality 

assessment criteria, inclusion/exclusion criteria and data extraction strategies. The reason for all meetings 

were to overcome this threat and avoid published biased and to have similar level of understanding of 

review protocol.   

Data extraction form is designed to mitigate the threat to instrumentation. This is done with mutual 

understanding of both researchers and with help of supervisor. Other threat is rejection of large number of 

articles and inclusion of a small number of initial studies. This threat is overcome with a way that both 

researcher perform reading of complete text and then make discussion for inclusion of articles.  

5.2 Construct Validity  

This is defined as relationship among observation and theory [37.]  In our case this threat can be related 

with systematic literature review. In any case, all data in literature is not exposed due to search string.  

This threat is prevail over as search string is decided after making discussion with librarian and also 

reviewed by supervisor.  

5.3 Missing Primary Studies 

The major threat was to miss the basic or primary study during systematic literature review. To avoid this 

threat, we used two different ways. First of all we had purified our search string with the help of 

supervisor and librarian so it could not miss any relevant paper. Second approach which was adopted; we 

sent a list of all identified studies to all pioneer researchers of this field, their replies helped us to 

formulate our search query again and in result of this process, we got three more studies in our research 

work.  
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6 Conclusion 

In this thesis a detail systematic literature review is performed. Grounded theory is applied to analyze data 

gathered from systematic literature. The kappa analysis is performed to check agreement level between 

both researchers. The answer to our research questions and our contribution is explained below.  

RQ1. What is the evidence regarding automated/semi-automated debugging and bug fixing techniques 

reported in literature?   

In sections 3.3.5 all automated bug fixing techniques/methods/approaches available in literature is listed 

down. An introduction about each of them, there working and effectiveness is also explained. 

RQ1.1.What is the strengths and weaknesses of using particular automated and semi-automated 

debugging\bug fixing techniques reported in literature?  

Section 3.3.5 explains number of strengths and weakness which is described by the author of that 

particular technique. 

RQ1.2.What is the classification of automated and semi-automated debugging and bug fixing techniques 

as proposed in the literature? 

Section 4.1 descries the classification of debugging and bug fixing techniques helps to understand the 

difference, importance and relationships among debugging and bug fixing techniques. 

6.1 Our Contribution: 

Contribution of our research work is listed below: 

 All available automated/semi-automated debugging solutions those are available in literature. 

 All available automated/semi-automated bug fixing solutions reported in literature. 

 Strengths/benefits of each solution.  

 Weaknesses/limitations of each solution. 

 Type of bugs that can be fixed using these solutions.  

 Programming languages in which these solutions can be implemented. 

  In the end a detail classification is performed, where initially we classified all solutions w.r.t to 

bug fixing and debugging. A further class of solution is created w.r.t to semi automated and full 

automated bug fixing/debugging. Six different sub classifications of these solutions are produced 

w.r.t to approaches, techniques, tools, frameworks, methods and system. Then a more advance 

classification is performed w.r.t semi and fully bug fixing/debugging on the bases of all 

approaches, techniques, tools, frameworks, methods and system. The final classification is done 

to separate solutions which are using search algorithms and which are not.   

6.2 Discussion 

In the entire research work we find out all bug fixing and debugging solutions which are reported in 

literature. These solutions included both automated and semi automated. Some solutions are with search 

algorithms while other is not. The research provides the knowledge to understand which solution can fix 
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specific type of bug in a particular scenario. We also find out and learn the strengths/benefits and 

weaknesses/limitations of all solutions. 

This study helps us to understand the problem of bug in software development life cycle. We identify that 

not a single phase of SDLC is error prone. The birth of bug can happen before the starting project and it 

keeps alive still after completion of project. The focus of our study is to figure out that how this problem 

can overcome automatically or is there any solution or not?  which can fix these problems automatically.  

After performing SLR researchers analyzed that not intensive, but much work has been done in this field. 

We identified 46 solutions from literature which can fix bugs (in the entire phases of SDLC) 

automatically and semi-automatically. We investigated each solution and reported its strengths and 

weaknesses. We also reported that different solutions are associated with specific type of problems 

(bugs). 

We have performed classifications in our work which facilitate us to understand the in depth knowledge 

of bug fixing.  

1. Classification help us to find out those solutions which are fully supported to fix bug automatically 

without human interaction and semi automated solutions which somehow require human involvement 

to perform its operation successfully. This outcome will help researcher to work on it and by applying 

this solutions on different problems will provide helpful results not only in academic but also for 

industry. 

 

2. Classification helps us to distinguish between bug fixing and debugging solutions. The result of this 

classification clearly shows two dimensions of bug fixing problems. These two categories are bases 

towards bug fixing, while rest of all solutions (weather performed fully automated or semi automated 

operations) come under these two categories   

 

3. Classification identifies techniques, methods, frameworks, systems, approaches and tools which help 

to fix specific type of bugs. The benefit of this section is to understand each solution according to its 

type. It helps to find out that how many ways are identified and verified to solve bug fixing problems. 

The in depth investigations of each technique, method, system, tool, approach and framework provide 

strengths and weaknesses of each solution. This information is helpful to understand the competency 

of its working on different bug fixing problems. This classification also shows the trend of automated 

bug fixing towards different ways.  

 

4. Search based software engineering is also very promising field towards automated. This classification 

helps us to identify those solutions which are using genetic algorithm to solve their problems. The 

results show that by using these solutions we can fix complex and hectic problems automatically. 

Those these solutions require high cost but provide effective results. 

 

5. Classifications tells that which type of solutions is more successful to achieve automated bug fixing 

problems 

7 Future Work 
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In this section we provide the possibilities for future research. Extending time period of systematic 

literature review to find addition data on relevant topic can enhance the research. During our research we 

find out that many of identified techniques have been implemented on toy problems only, while 

implementation on real problems is need. The real time implementation of these techniques can provide 

interesting facts and new contributions in this field. Along with this a survey can be conducted to find out 

those solutions used by practitioners that are not reported in literature. 
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9 Appendix  

 

9.1 Glossary 

 

Terms   Explanation  

ABF  Automated bug fixing  

DD  Delta Debugging 

RQ  Research Question 

SLR  Systematic Literature Review 

GP  Genetic Programming 

GA  Genetic Algorithm 

Algo  Algorithm 

GT  Grounded Theory  

SC_Str  Selective Code Strength 

SC_Wkn  Selective Code Weakness 

Auto  Automated 

 

9.2  Data Extraction Form 

 

 

Data Extraction Form 

 

Data Selection Criteria  Data Value 

Study Characteristic  Authors  

 Title   

 Abstract  

 Key word  

 Year  

 Source   

 Empirical study   Yes,     No 

 

Study Medium Relevant to software engineering    Yes,     No 

 Relevant to academic/industrial 

studies 

  Yes,     No 

 Relevant to search based software 

engineering 

  Yes,     No 

 Relevant to automated bug fixing 

techniques  

  Yes,     No 
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Empirical Background  Back ground    Industrial,      Student  

 Main empirical background   Survey,     Case study,                                   

Experiment,   Other                                  

 Subject of investigation    Industrial,      Student  

 

ABF Background  Search Algorithm    Unclear,         Irrelevant   

   

Study Development method   Unclear,         Irrelevant   

 Focus of study  

   

Finding of studies  Strengths    

 Weakness   

   

Qualitative Evaluation  Claim of study  

 Additional findings   

 Recommendations if any  

 

9.3 Kappa Statistic  

     Sr# Methods Sub Methods Kappa Statistic Strength of Agreement 

1 Relevance Relevance to SE 0.727 Substantial 

2 Relevance Relevance to ABF 1.000 Almost Perfect 

3 

Empirical 

background Main Method 0.714 Substantial 

4 

Empirical 

background Background 0.714 Substantial 

5 

Empirical 

background Subjects of Investigation 0.714 Substantial 

6 

Empirical 

background Empirical focus  1.000 Almost Perfect 

7 ABF Background Search Algorithm 0.206 Fair 

9 Study Success or Failure 0.724 Substantial 

     

  
Average kappa Statistic 0.644415468 Substantial 
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  Kappa Statistic Strength of Agreement 

Less than 0 Poor 

 >=0 and <=0.2 Slight 

 >=0.21 and 

<=0.4 
Fair 

 >=0.41 and 

<=0.6 
Moderate 

 >=0.61 and 

<=0.8 
Substantial 

 >=0.81 and 

<=1.0 
Almost Perfect 

 

 
Fleiss Kappa Method 

 

Relevance to ABF 

           

 

Papers 1 2 3 Total Pi 

    

 

1 0 2 0 2 1 

    

 

2 2 0 0 2 1 

    

 

3 0 2 0 2 1 

 

1 Highly relevant  

 

4 0 2 0 2 1 

 

2 Normal 

 

 

Total 2 6 0 8   

 

3 Irrelevant 

 

 

pj 0.1 0.3 0     

    

           

 
pi pj p' pe K 

     

 

4 0.4 1 0.1 1 

     

            

Relevance to SE 

 

           

 
Papers # 1 2 3 Total Pi 

 

1 Highly relevant  

 
1 0 2 0 3 1 

 

2 Normal 

 

 
2 2 0 0 4 1 

 

3 Irrelevant 

 

 
3 2 0 0 5 1 

    

 
4 1 1 0 6 0 

    

 
Total 5 3 0 18   

    

 
pj 0.25 0.15 0     

    

           

           

 
pi pj p' pe K 

     

 

3 0.4 0.75 0.085 0.72678 
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Empirical background 
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9.4 List of identified strengths  

Data X is defined in the form of strength and weaknesses to show the original picture of each technique in 

our research work. 

 

Data X (open codes) Selective 

Code 

Repair inconsistent data structure and make system to perform successfully. SC_Str_1 

This system support many other mechanism in order to invoke consistency 

check and repair algorithm 

SC_Str_1 

It can also correct linked data structure and corrupted pointers. SC_Str_1 

It used java-based library BDD to handle computational problem very 

effectively. 

SC_Str_20 

Present an efficient algorithm for generating repairs. SC_Str_1 

Repair large subset of Boolean programs. SC_Str_1 

Avoid the need of exhaustive search for repairs SC_Str_1 

Avoid the necessity of fault localization. SC_Str_9 

Learning based tool which learn from statement fixing over time SC_Str_14 

It provides effective predictions from most relevant statement fixing for new 

encountered debugging situation. 

SC_Str_14 

localizing genetic operations to the buggy execution path SC_Str_1 

Successfully run 11 problems of bug repair in legacy C programs SC_Str_4 

Using AST structure with GP are more efficient than others SC_Str_7 

Avg 190 seconds for compiling and evaluating test cases SC_Str_4 

Semi-automated framework generating repair actions. SC_Str_1 

If repair action made cause for new error then assist developer to reformulate 

repair action 

SC_Str_14 

Best use for large static web site SC_Str_9 

Use to repair web site contents SC_Str_5 

It is automated tool for the whole process of fixing bug SC_Str_4 

It helps to detect bug, generate patch and testing to validate all patches SC_Str_15 

Patches help to decrease failure rate SC_Str_1 

A fix patches has good performance and accuracy.  It provides merging patches 

functionality which facilitate in Code reliability, Correctness, performance and 

reduce the risk of deadlock. 

SC_Str_8 

A fix is effective to generate high-quality patches for atomicity violation bugs SC_Str_1 

Automated tool for debugging and fixing faults SC_Str_8 

Auto Fix-E is successfully proposed valid corrections for 16 faults SC_Str_4 

This technique has potential to applicable with program without access of source 

code 

SC_Str_17 

This method is applicable on inter-mediate assembly code programs. SC_Str_9 

Not limited on statement repairs, all finer-grain assembly code repairs. SC_Str_17 

Automated Repair of HTML Generation Errors in PHP Applications SC_Str_9 
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Using String Constraint Solving 

The approach which used in are helpful to highlight errors and give suggestions 

to fix them. 

SC_Str_13 

It assures that no new bug is generated due to fixes. SC_Str_13 

It is effective approach to assist Input-model failure SC_Str_1 

Automated error detection and correction. SC_Str_15 

For storing number of decision traces, it introduces efficient data structure. SC_Str_20 

Designed efficient search strategy and efficient applied with suitable data 

structure 

SC_Str_1 

 It increases the reliability of the software. SC_Str_8 

Decrease the cost of the software development SC_Str_6 

It develop the idea of abstracting concrete repair actions SC_Str_1 

 Abstract concrete actions are assist in fault localization, debugging and 

repairing 

SC_Str_15 

It has potential to detect and correct Design errors. SC_Str_15 

Automatically generate detection rules based on combinations of software 

quality metrics. 

SC_Str_18 

 Use genetic programming for error detections while for correction used genetic 

algorithm. 

SC_Str_7, 

SC_Str_18 

 It provides the solutions for constraint specification problem. SC_Str_1 

All conditional statement and loops converted into Constraint for easy 

conversion. 

SC_Str_1 

Generated suggestions of set of consistency provide guarantee that it will not 

violate any known consistency rule. 

SC_Str_12 

 It gives the verification to designer that weather this suggestion is appropriate or 

not. 

SC_Str_12 

Fully automated and remove errors step by step until it originally unresolved 

defect is isolated. 

SC_Str_16 

 It can work with different type of language repositories. SC_Str_10 

By using Algorithm it resolve large and complex real life examples. SC_Str_20 

Use the series of hierarchy of patch file for finer-gained analysis. SC_Str_13 

The technique helps in achieving results up to 77%. 

 

SC_Str_4 

It is use to fix eight different type of bugs.  SC_Str_1 

It can apply either to a single module or complete program. SC_Str_5 

Fix defects in more than 10 programs, which contains security weakness in web 

server and ftp server. 

SC_Str_9 

Success rates varies from 4%-99%.  SC_Str_4 

Can apply on real world problems. SC_Str_5 

Point out more than one possible source of faults. SC_Str_15 

With the use of GP provides effective results in fixing faulty software. SC_Str_7 

It fixes repairs corrupt structure which contains small number of errors. SC_Str_1, 2 

Along with repair it also allows the structure to continue its execution.  SC_Str_11 

20 faults in structure are repaired in less than 20 second. SC_Str_4 
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Technique can be applied to real world using with the use of data structures. SC_Str_5 

Use to repair various types of errors with a timeless than a mixture. SC_Str_9 

It can be implemented to real world applications using data structure programs.  SC_Str_5 

87.7% successful were achieved with the use of it  SC_Str_4 

Can be applied to large scale problems as well. SC_Str_5 

It holds GUI which helps to view and apply changes.  SC_Str_3 

14 min and 46 manual task is performed in just 5 mint and 19 sec. SC_Str_4 

It provides fault localization first to fix errors. SC_Str_15 

73% bugs were fixed using it. SC_Str_4 

Correction of Simple Constraints Programs SC_Str_1 

Error detection and Correction for C in hardware and software SC_Str_9 

Suggests correct fixes which are easily understandable SC_Str_13 

Implemented on many debugging methods in different back ends SC_Str_10 

 Provides data structures to represent logic formulas. SC_Str_19 

Localizing genetic operations to the buggy execution path. SC_Str_7 

Successfully run 11 problems of bug repair in legacy C programs  SC_Str_4 

 CASC exploits the reduced complexity of the fitness SC_Str_20 

The CASC parser supports nearly all features of the C++ programming 

language. 

SC_Str_9 

Analyze the keyboard input errors, the phonetic spelling errors when users input 

a word 

SC_Str_9 

Locate and Fix propagate validation errors given in HTML page which produced 

by Php code. 

SC_Str_9 

 To reduce the effort of manual verification from human subjects SC_Str_1 

Use symbolic execution for analyze program behavior path by path considering 

more paths means better accuracy 

SC_Str_13 

Error correction is done using a template-based approach which ensures that the 

computed repairs are readable 

SC_Str_10 

Coverage of all branches will be optimal  i.e. O(log n)2 if AVM will be applied 

that is much faster runtime against other search algorithms such as hill climbing, 

random search e.t.c 

SC_Str_4 

Most of the bugs are solved by using the framework that lead towards the 

investigation of novel way for improving the performance of the framework          

SC_Str_4 

It is difficult might for human to fix bug but it is easy for the ABF framework. SC_Str_4 

This approach is more ambitious than the previous literature on automated 

debugging, because we are not limited in only localizing the bugs, in fact we 

also try to fix them in an automatic way.   

SC_Str_1 

Language In depended approach of analysis during design stage. SC_Str_10 

Automatic detection and correction anti-pattern. SC_Str_20 
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9.5 List of identified weakness  

 

 

Data X (open codes) Selective Code 

Repair actions of constraint can make a cause for violations of other 

constraint. 

SC_Wkn_1 

Generate repairs only for Boolean programs SC_Wkn_2 

The number of variable can cause for computational complexity. SC_Wkn_5 

Implementation of this tool is only with C programs. SC_Wkn_3 

Localizing bug is the pre-conditions for fixing bugs SC_Wkn_6 

Require formal specification for a function. SC_Wkn_6 

Required faulty program at least one failing test case SC_Wkn_6 

performance of scalability of this approach depends on problem size SC_Wkn_5 

Success of this approach based on optimal  parameter values, selection 

strategies and operator design 

 

SC_Wkn_6 

Required sophisticated bug localization technique to control the size of 

weighted execution path 

 

SC_Wkn_6 

Limited to statement level repairs SC_Wkn_2 

Only provide list of repair actions while correct theses fixes is 

developers‟ responsibility. 

SC_Wkn_10 

Taken repair actions can cause for new error. SC_Wkn_1 

Not tested for dynamically web sites only for static websites like 

digital libraries 

SC_Wkn_2 

Work with the integration of rewriting-based web verification 

framework which help to find bug in verification phase 

SC_Wkn_6 

It is automated tool only for one type of concurrency bug single 

variable atomicity violations 

SC_Wkn_2 

It works with C trigger detection tool with some modification in 

original version.   

SC_Wkn_3 
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Effectiveness of (Auto Fix-E) tool can be different when it will apply 

on different classes 

SC_Wkn_7 

Not performed on large-scale retro-analysis of inferred fixes SC_Wkn_4 

Though this techniques is automatable but do not provide turnkey 

solutions 

SC_Wkn_2 

Configuration of testing rig is more complex than previous SC_Wkn_5 

No idea how much complex code can be correct without inventing new 

code. 

SC_Wkn_7 

It resolves only HTML generation errors in PHP applications. SC_Wkn_2 

PHP repair fix only insertion, deletions and modification constant 

prints in program. 

SC_Wkn_2 

Use only for model transformation failure. 

 

SC_Wkn_2  

Error correction and detection only for java programs. SC_Wkn_3 

Exhaustive combination of alternatives can effect on the performance 

of framework.   

SC_Wkn_5 

This Novel methodology dependent on Juzi's framework if Juzi unable 

to fix error then it also cannot fix it. 

SC_Wkn_6 

Only handle specific kind of faults ( faults with execution path SC_Wkn_2 

Resolve design error faults only SC_Wkn_2 

 Exhaustive search cannot use within reasonable time limit. SC_Wkn_5 

It is based on Constraint solver called MINION SC_Wkn_6 

There is much type of consistency rules while this approach not fulfills 

all type of them. 

SC_Wkn_2 

 This approach is restricted on single changes. SC_Wkn_2 

 This approach is not considerable for a complete solution for fixing 

consisted issues. 

SC_Wkn_7 

Patch structure of this approach for finer-gained analysis can not 

reflect the accuracy of underlying program changes. 

SC_Wkn_8 

Repair quality is directly impacted by size and scope of test suits.  SC_Wkn_1 

Fault localization is important in order to success of GenProg SC_Wkn_6 

It only investigates 26 bugs in two programs.  SC_Wkn_2 

 

It is a complex system which contains 30,000 LOC. 

 

SC_Wkn_5 

It generates fixes that only apply to indicator rather than problem root. SC_Wkn_2 

Algorithm is restricted to make changes which are based on other parts 

of original program.  

SC_Wkn_2 

Framework has no graphical user interface yet. SC_Wkn_9 

Efficiency depends on programming language. SC_Wkn_3 

Current prototype of framework does not support entire java 

programming yet. 

SC_Wkn_3 
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Need more experimental work to validate efficiency.  SC_Wkn_7 

Search space much be kept reduced in order to not effect CASC.   SC_Wkn_5 

Cannot verify impact of fix until it has been really applied. SC_Wkn_4 

Not sure that a fix will authenticate other constraints. SC_Wkn_4 

Use of automatic test case may affect quality. SC_Wkn_1 

Only applied at small scale. SC_Wkn_4 

Contracts quality may affect fixes quality.  SC_Wkn_1 

 Based on availability of Model-Oracle SC_Wkn_6 

constrain problems in real time application are not validate yet SC_Wkn_4 

Manually injected faults in CP SC_Wkn_10 

Hypotheses might be difficult to satisfy in all cases SC_Wkn_7 

It based on Specifications SC_Wkn_6 

It cannot handle concurrent programs SC_Wkn_6 

Not able to fix deadlocks SC_Wkn_2 

It has not been extensively tested SC_Wkn_4 

 performance of scalability of this approach depends on problem size SC_Wkn_5 

 Repair quality is not measured in this approach  SC_Wkn_8 

Required sophisticated bug localization technique to control the size of 

weighted execution path 

SC_Wkn_6 

Human interaction involved to check Test Fragments which takes time. SC_Wkn_10 

 Risk of human error involved by checking Test fragments SC_Wkn_10 

 Dose not handle Object Oriented PHP SC_Wkn_2 

The quality of the produced repairs heavily depends on the quality of 

the given specification. 

SC_Wkn_1 

The focus of algorithm is on efficiency and readability of repairs rather 

than completeness. 

SC_Wkn_2 

Require higher resource requirement, to analyze program behavior 

path bay path 

SC_Wkn_10 

Fine-grained error localization leads to repairs that affect only small 

program parts. 

SC_Wkn_5 

Random algorithm is not able to perform a.lot of experiments because 

of its runtime is slow 

SC_Wkn_6 

Most of the bugs are solved by using the framework  SC_Wkn_6 

In order to apply Automated bug fixing (ABF) techniques there need 

that software under Analysis (SuA) has at-least one unit test failed.    

SC_Wkn_6 

Performance of framework heavily depends on the quality of the 

training set T. It Cleary described that ABF is depend on accuracy of 

previous testing phase 

SC_Wkn_1 

Automatically implementation of new requirements is also difficult. SC_Wkn_5 

No analysis of anti-pattern has been done on the design level SC_Wkn_4 

 

Involvement of developer can effect on the optimal correction of anti-

pattern. 

SC_Wkn_10 
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Responses from Authors  

On Mon, 10 Dec 2012, Hafiz Adnan wrote: 

 

> We are master students of software engineering in Blenkinge Institute of 

> Technology (BTH) Sweden. We are doing master thesis titled "Systematic 

> literature review of all automated and semi-automate bug fixing 

> techniques reported in literature" under the supervision of Dr.Wasif 

> Afzal. 

 

Hello, Hafiz. Sorry for the delay in responding; the end of the semester is 

a hectic time here. 

 

> We have identified list of automated and semi-automated debugging and bug 

> fixing techniques which resolve software, program, application, data 

> structure and algorithm's bugs in software engineering. 

> 

> Our scope is limited in "automated Fug fixing phase" not in other 

> automated phases of software development life cycle like automated 

> detection, localization and identification of bug. 

 

Sounds good. 

 

> Here we need you expert review that have we found all 

> techniques/methods/framework? Or we missed something? 

 

Hmm. Looks good. Did you get the Rinard ICSE '12 work on acceptable 

computing? Check out the automated repair track in ICSE '13 (recently 

posted). Be sure to get something from Donsung Kim. Beyond that, your list 

looks very comprehensive. If you want to dig far into the past, try Weimer 

GPCE '06. 

 

Let me know if you want to download our tools or replicate any of our 

experiments (etc.). 

 

Good luck with your masters! 

 

- Wes 
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……………………………………… 

Hi Hafiz, 
I have seen that you used my inria mail. Since october, I'm no longer in but in a CNRS lab. That's why your email has 
taken few days to be redirected to my personal one. So, try next time to use "lazaar@lirmm.fr" 
 
For an automated bug-fixing, two main approaches can be distinguished: 
 
    Approaches using mutation testing operators to suggest automatically fixes to faulty programs, here you have missed 
this ref:  
 
Debroy, Vidroha, & Wong, W. Eric. 2010 (April). Using mutation to automatically 
suggest fixes for faulty programs. Pages 6574 of : 3rd international conference on 
software testing, verication and validation - ICST10. 
 
     Approaches using formal specifications to repair programs. For example, T7 that refer to AutoFix-E tool. 
 
 
Best, 
 
Nadjib Lazaar 

mailto:lazaar@lirmm.fr



